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The ability to read well constitutes one of the most
important skills a person can acquire, for skill in reading
is a necessity in our society where written material continu¬
ally surrounds the public. Satisfactory adjustment to living
in the complex modern world requires proficient reading;
therefore, a person who cannot read effectively is seriously
handicapped. Bond and Tinker explain:
Proficient reading implies clear comprehension of the com¬
munication presented in print or writing whether the mes¬
sage is a short one such as a safety sign, or a long com¬
plicated one such as rules for parliamentary procedures
in a state legislative assembly.^
There are several ways that degree of reading proficiency
may influence the personal adjustment, social adjustment, and
the future adult occupational role of a student. Often emotional
disturbances and maladjustment are due to frustration in the
learning situation, since the need for successful achievement
is fundamental at all educational levels. The large number of
school drop-outs, juvenile delinquents, prison inmates, and
^Guy L. Bond and Miles A. Tinker, Reading Difficulties,
Their Diagnosis and Correction (New York: Appleton-Century-
Crof ts , Inc . , 1957) , p"! 3"!
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people on welfare are evidences of this. The characteristic
most commonly associated with each is a history of failure in
academic subjects, primarily associated with deficiency in
reading skills. Some of these poorly adjusted individuals
have been found to be of average intelligence and a few even
above average, which was an indication that they had potential
for growth in reading.^ Students who do not perform up to
their potential due to circumstances beyond their Immediate
control or because they do not choose to do so are called
2
underachievers.
Educators have long been deeply concerned about the
ability of students to achieve up to the level of their poten¬
tial or even up to a specific age-grade level. Helen M.
Robinson reports that "underachievers in reading were recog¬
nized nearly half a century ago by their inability to complete
the basal readers for the grades appropriate to their age
.3
levels."
Plainly it is the responsibility of the school to iden¬
tify the underachievers, the character of their underachieve¬
ment, and the possible reasons for it. The reasons why are
ably expressed by H. Alan Robinson,
^Ruth C. Penty, Reading in the Secondary Schools ("Read¬
ing Ability and High School Drop-Outs"; New York: The Odyssey
Press, Inc., 1961), p. 176.
^H. Alan Robinson, The Underachiever in Reading ("Intro¬
duction"; Chicago: The University of Chicago Press, 1962), p. 1.
^Helen M. Robinson, The Underachiever in Reading
("Characteristics of the Underachiever"; Chicago: The Univer¬
sity of Chicago Press, 1962), p. 18.
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The individual in this society, who is achieving beneath
his high potential is missing many significant experiences
and is placing himself, either voluntarily or involuntarily
at a decided disadvantage. Underachievement in reading is
particularly disadvantageous in today's technological age.
In order to read and even literally understand the events
of this ordinary world, it becomes necessary to possess a
rather wide vocabulary strengthened by new meanings for
old words. It is important to know how to read efficiently
enough to contend with the vast amount of reading material
now vital and available. Magazines and newspapers become
of extreme importance in an ever changing world that makes
technical books archaic even upon printing.^
Students who continue to falter in the use of their
abilities may become disabled readers. It has been estimated
that about one-third of all elementary school pupils in the
O
United States are retarded readers. At the high school level,
there are also large numbers of students who read Inadequately,
although the proportion is not as high as at the elementary
level since many students drop out of school as a result of
their reading failures.
Research into the causes of reading problems has been
carried on intensively for the past twenty-five years.^ The
findings indicate that there are many reasons why students
fail to learn to read at a level consistent with their capabili¬
ties. The causes may be physical, psychological, intellectual,
or environmental in nature; they may be factors inherent in the












• >3lbid p . 16 .
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child himself or they may be external factors related to con¬
ditions at home, in the community, or at school.^ Mitchell adds
that "potential aptitudes are sometimes eclipsed by cultural
deprivation in the home or community, by limited experiential
background and a paucity of reading experience.^
Thus, in a study of the disabled reader, it is important
that a general diagnosis and an analytical diagnosis be made
through which necessary information is collected for planning
a corrective or remedial program, whether in the classroom or
in the laboratory. The aim of the classroom reading program
should be to insure that every student achieves the maximum
degree of skill of which he is capable. The aim of the labora¬
tory program must be to give a student a versatility of reading
abilities in order that he may have at his command a number of
different reading and study skills, and may be able to apply
3
the appropriate skill to each academic problem he faces.
The high school plays an important part in the sequen¬
tial development of reading competencies. Therefore, its read¬
ing program seeks to develop independent students who can and
will read for pleasure, information, continued growth in their
chosen occupations, and in their social understandings.
^Ibid.
^Addie S. Mitchell, The Underachiever in Reading ("Tech¬
niques for Identifying the Underachiever in Grades Nine Through
Fourteen"; Chicago: The University of Chicago Press, 1962), p.28.
^Pollack and Plekarz, ££. cit., p. 237.
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Evolution of the Problem
During the month of October in 1965, a meeting for high
school teachers of reading was held in the Communication Skills
Laboratory at O'Keefe High School for the purpose of becoming
acquainted with (Mrs.) Kay Earnhardt, the Coordinator of Reading
for the Atlanta Public Schools, and becoming aware of the
structure and program of the Communication Skills Laboratory.
It was learned that the laboratory at O'Keefe was one
of four such programs in integrated high schools in the Atlanta
Public School System, under the new Elementary and Secondary
School Act of the federal government. The following purpose
was set forth:
To improve interpersonal relations among those students
involved by raising the achievement level of both white
and Negro students who are two or three grade levels be¬
low the 'average' student in the communication skills of
listening, speaking, reading, and writing.^
This program was quite different from the familiar
Reading and Spelling course that had been offered to disabled
readers for more than twenty years. Therefore, additional in¬
formation was sought by way of discussions with its director
and coordinator. Such interest resulted in this careful study
of a laboratory class to determine if the Communication Skills
Laboratory Program had achieved its purpose.
Contribution to Education
The writer was of the opinion that such a study would
^"Report of Activities of Communication Skills Labora¬
tories Atlanta Model: A Program for Improving Basic Skills









ent an insight into the new design by the Atlanta Public
ol System for aiding underachievers in the high schools,
findings would be of special interest to persons concerned
corrective and remedial reading in public schools.
During In-Service Training periods, it would prove help-
to new laboratory teachers needing to become aware of the
e and depth of their proposed endeavors, and seeking to
the challenge such as that presented by H. Alan Robinson:
Certainly there is no question that motivations, methods,
and materials must be discovered to transform the under¬
achiever with unused or untapped abilities into a pro¬
ductive achiever.^
Statement of the Problem
Through case analyses of twenty-five eighth grade
underachievers, enrolled in the Communication Skills Laboratory
of West Fulton High School, this study was designed to identify
prevalent types of reading disabilities among the students and
to determine the extent to which the procedures and results of
laboratory training were related to recommendations based on
the reading disabilities revealed through the case analyses.
Purposes of the Study
The purposes of this study were to:
1. Survey background Information relating to the
subj ects.
2. Establish levels of expectancy and potential for
reading.
3. Determine the general reading status of the subjects.
. Alan Rob inson, cit. , p . 3 .
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4. Analyze the causes of difficulties which detract
from a generally desirable reading profile.
5. Determine the major factors apparently contributing
to the reading difficulties.
6. Discover inhibiting physical, emotional, and edu¬
cational factors.
7. Identify the prevalent types of reading disabilities
8. Make recommendations for remedying of the disabili¬
ties identified.
9. Describe and appraise the application of certain
instructional procedures in terms of the general
group diagnosis involved in purposes "1" - "7."
10. Determine the extent to which the procedures and
results of laboratory training are related to
recommendations based on the analyses of the
disabilities.
11. Determine any implications for improvement of diag¬
nostic and instructional procedures inherent in the
findings.
Limitations of the Study
Three limitations of the study were that:
1. It concerned only West Fulton High School in Atlanta
2. It concerned only twenty-five of the 100 eighth
grade students enrolled in the Communication
Skills Laboratory at West Fulton High School.
3. It was not an experimental study, but a descriptive
analysis, which might serve later as a future basis
for experimentation.
Definition of Terms
Significant terms used in this study are hereby defined:
"Analytical diagnosis" - Explores systematically
specific strengths and weaknesses in reading. This
level of diagnosis locates the nature of the reading
1.
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disability. It indicates the skills and abilities
wherein the student’s weakness lies.
2. "Disabled reader" - The student who is so handicapped
in reading that his educational career is in
j eopardy.^
3. "General diagnosis" - Is made by studying the re¬
sults of general survey or achievement tests in
order to locate areas of weakness.^
4. "Specific retardation cases" - Students low in one
or more types of reading but are competent in basic
reading skills and abilities.^
5. "Underachiever" - A student who does not perform
up to his potential due to circumstances beyond
his immediate control or because he does not choose
to do so.^
Locale of the Study and Description of the
Atlanta High School Reading Program
This study was conducted at West Fulton High School in
Atlanta, Georgia, which was one of four high schools equipped
with a Communication Skills Laboratory.
Formerly, only remedial reading programs were provided
by the Atlanta Public School System for severely disabled
readers in high school; presently, however, after nearly a
quarter of a century, corrective and developmental reading pro¬
grams are provided through Communication Skills Laboratories
and college preparatory classes. These programs aim to provide
^Bond and Tinker, o^^. clt. . p. 129.
2_Ib_id. , p . 68.
3lbid.. p. 128.
^Ibid., p. 83.
^H. Alan Robinson, o^^. cit. . p. 1.
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the needed opportunity for students to achieve the maximum
degree of reading skill of which they are capable. This is a
vital goal since eighty to ninety per cent of
ties in high school require silent reading as
ing knowledge. The program is in accord with
all study activi-
a means of gain-
Blair who made
the following statement sixteen years ago:
The recent emphasis which has been placed upon extensive
reading in English, the social studies, and the natural
sciences, makes it imperative that every pupil not only
read with understanding but also with a speed which en¬
ables him to coyer a great deal of material in a limited
period of time.
Period of the Study




The subjects of this study were twenty-five of the 100
eighth grade students enrolled in the Communication Skills
Laboratory at West Fulton High School during the 1965-66 school
year.
Materials
The following materials were used to collect data rele¬
vant to this study:
^Glenn Myers Blair, Diagnostic and Remedial Teaching in
Secondary Schools (New York: The Macmillan Co., 1950), p. 3.
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1. Otis Quick-Scoring Mental Ability Tests; New
Edition Beta Test; Form EM. The Otis Quick-
Scoring Mental Ability Tests, comprise three tests,
called Alpha, Beta, and Gamma. The Beta is de¬
signed for grades four through nine with its purpose
"to measure mental ability--thinking power or the
degree of maturity of the mind."l The author
qualifies the purpose with this statement:
Any test which involves the use of language
can measure mental ability only to the extent
to which we may assume that pupils of the same
age have had approximately the same oppor¬
tunity to learn.^
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, and design analo-
fficients quoted
1.4
2. Metropolitan Achievement Tests. Form CM; Advanced
Reading Test and Metropolitan Achievement Tests.
Form DM: Advanced Reading Test. These tests are
surveying instruments rather than diagnostic ones
yet they offer "Possibilities for analysis of weak¬
nesses and strengths for given individuals."^
They are intended to "contribute most effectively
to teacher understanding and analysis of pupils'
^Arthur S. Otis, Otis Quick-Scoring Mental Ability
Tests; New Edition Manual of Directions for Beta Test (New
York; Harcourt, Brace and World, Inc., 1954).
^Ibid.
^D. Welty Lefever, "Otis Quick-Scoring Mental Ability
Tests," The Fifth Mental Measurements Yearbook, ed. Oscar
Krisen Buros (New Jersey: The Gryphon Press, 1959), p. 498.
4Alfred Yates, "Otis Quick-Scoring Mental Ability
Tests," The Fifth Mental Measurements Yearbook, ed. Oscar
Krisen Buros (New Jersey: The Gryphon Press, 1959), p. 500.
^H. Alan Robinson, "Metropolitan Reading Tests," The
Sixth Mental Measurements Yearbook, ed. Oscar Krisen Buros
(New Jersey: The Gryphon Press, 1965), p. 1073.
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achievement"^ and "provide dependable data for
evaluation of pupil growth."2 The Advanced
Reading Test consists of Test 1, Word Knowledge
(a fifty-five item vocabulary test to be com¬
pleted within fourteen minutes) and Test 2,
Reading (a series of reading selections and forty-
five items to be completed within twenty-five
minutes). The latter is concerned with the
following:
Ability to recognize the main idea or purpose
of a reading passage, ability to draw correct
inferences from the material presented,
ability to recognize the correct meaning of
words in the content of the passage.^
Reliability coefficients for each subtest
are .79 to .96.^
3. Gray Oral Reading Test, Form D and Gray Oral Read¬
ing Test. Form A. This test has two major functions
First, to provide an objective measure of
growth in oral reading from early first grade
to college; and second, to aid in the diag¬
nosis of oral reading difficulties.^
It consists of thirteen reading selections or
passages ranging from grade one through grade
thirteen, each of which is followed by four
comprehension questions and a tallying column
for recording errors. Eight types of errors
are noted; aid, gross mispronunciation, omis¬
sion of a word or group of words, substitution
of one meaningful word or several for others.
^Walter N. Durost et al., Directions for Administering
Metropolitan Achievement Tests (New York: Harcourt, Brace and
World, Inc., 1959), p. 3.
2Ibid•
3Paul L. Dressel, "Metropolitan Reading Tests," The
Sixth Mental Measurements Yearbook, ed. Oscar Irlsen Buros
(New Jersey; The Gryphon Press, 1965), p. 56.
. Alan Robinson, cit. . p. 1073.
^William S. Gray, Gray Oral Reading Tests , Maihual of
Directions for Administering. Scoring, and Interpretation, ed.
Helen M. Robinson (New York: The Bobbs-Merrill Company, Inc.,
1963), p. 3.
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repetition of one or mor
verting or changing word
converting total scores
scores are presented sep
girls. The reliability
subjects range from .973
from .977 to .981, and f
to .983.^
e word ( s) , and in-
order. Tables f or
to grade equ ivalent
arately for boys and
coef ficients for all
to .982; for girls
or boys, from .969
4. Dolch Basic Sight Vocabulary List. Consists of 220
words from pre-primer level through third grade.
5. Informal tests of structural and phonetic analyses
6. Permanent record folders. Folders filed in the
counselor's office, housing elementary school
records, personal data sheets, test results, and
report cards
7. Daily laboratory records
8. Personal interviews
Method of Research
The method of research was descriptive analysis, utiliz¬
ing case study techniques. Guidelines for this method were
2
formulated from The Science of Educational Research.
Procedural Steps
The following procedural steps were taken:
1. Literature related to the problem was surveyed,
abstracted and summarized.
2. Permission to conduct the study was requested of
and granted by the proper authorities of the
Atlanta Public School System.
3. Twenty-five subjects were selected by randomly
selecting one of the four laboratory classes for
the study. Four cards of identical sizes were
numbered I, II, III, IV to correspond with the
^Ibid.. p. 29.
2
■^George J. Mouly, The Science of Educational Research
(New York: American Book Company, 1963), pp. 231-235, 354-359,
and 361.
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numerals used in identifying the four laboratory
classes. These cards were placed face-down upon
a desk, rearranged many times, and one card was
selected to identify the subjects to be used in
this study.
4. A conference was held with one of the laboratory
teachers for the purpose of learning of her pre¬
vious teaching experiences and discovering the
origin of her interest in the skills laboratory.
5. Reading test scores and other test scores were
obtained and analyzed.
6. Permanent record folders were inspected, and
essential information was recorded.7.Laboratory records were studied, analyzed and
abstracted.8.Exploratory interviews were conducted with selec¬
ted subjects in their homes. Suggestions for the
interviews were obtained from Traxler^ and Strang.^9.Collected data were analyzed, compiled and pre¬
sented in narrative form complemented by appro¬
priate tables organized in accordance with the
purposes of the study. A letter from Dr. Lynette
Saine Gaines afforded guidance in determining the
3
purposes.10.Prevalent types of reading disabilities were
identifie d.11.Findings, conclusions, implications and recommenda¬
tions were presented.
Survey of Related Literature
The nature of this study formed the basis for selection
of the following topics for presentation of the related
^Arthur E. Traxler, Techniques of Guidance (New York:
Harper and Brothers, 1957), p. 33.
^Ruth Strang, Diagnostic Teaching of Reading (New York:
McGraw-Hill Book Company, 1964), pp. 242-243.
^Letter from Dr. Lynette Saine Gaines, Director of The
Reading Center at Atlanta University, to Students Enrolled in the
Special Reading Program (School of Education, Atlanta University,
September 30, 1964), pp. 1-2. (Mimeographed.)
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literature: Overview, Identification, Diagnosis, Related
Studies, and Summary.
Overview
A review of literature pertinent to this study reveals
that educators throughout the world are quite concerned about
academic underachievement, especially certain facets of language
disability which include reading.
For many years. Dr. Knud Hermann and the famed Ordblind
Institute in Copenhagen have been conducting research on SLD,
"specific language disability,"^ and recently the Neurological
Institute of Moscow has been exploring promising avenues of re-
, . , 2search in the same area.
Reasons for this concern are, (1) the realization that
general academic underachievement often appears to establish a
pattern which permeates the future adult occupational roles of
individuals and (2) the knowledge that even a specific area of
underachievement, as underachievement in reading, is likely to
3
have serious consequences in other life activities.
Consequently, the research findings in the fields of
medicine, psychology, and education are being synchronized in
an effort to bridge the crippling gap between them and practi¬
cal application of the knowledge in the classroom. For example,
medical specialists have devised a number of special terms to
^Careth Ellingson and James Cass, "Teaching the Dyslexic
Child: New Hope for Non-Readers," Saturday Review. April 16,
1966, p. 82.
2lbid•. P- 83.
^H. Alan Robinson, ,o£, cit. , p. 1.
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describe difficulties in learning to read. The term alexia
simply means inability to read but can be subdivided into
acquired alexia (loss of ability to read as a result of damage
to the brain, congenital alexia (the person has never been able
to read), or developmental alexia (the person has not developed
any reading ability).^ Another term is dyslexia, which simply
2
means that there is something wrong with the person's reading.
In addition to new terminology for describing reading
difficulties are new methods, programs, approaches, and equip¬
ment for remedying and correcting reading difficulties. These
trends give every reason to adopt a very favorable view toward
what can be accomplished with the remedying of reading disa¬
bilities. They also provide the motivation many teachers need
to transform the underachiever, with unused or untapped abili¬
ties, into a productive achiever.
Identification
With the conservative estimate that twenty per cent of
all children of normal or above average intelligence suffer
from reading difficulties severe enough to impede learning sub-
3
stantially, it is vitally important to identify underachievers.
The Atlanta public high schools have undertaken this
identification through the administering of group mental ability
tests and reading achievement tests to all eighth grade students
^Albert J. Harris, Readings on Reading Instruction ("The
Diagnosis of Reading Disabilities"; New York: David McKay
Company, Inc., 1963), p. 129.
2Ibid.
^Ellingson and Cass, o£^. cit. , p. 82.
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as a means of establishing levels of reading expectancy, gen¬
eral reading status and potential for reading improvement.
Once a student's level of expectancy or mental ability has been
determined, the next step is to measure the discrepancy between
his present reading ability and his potential for reading.^
One useful measure of potential for reading is a test of listen¬
ing comprehension, because the auditory comprehension of re¬
tarded readers of normal ability is usually higher than their
2
reading comprehension. A listening test is almost mandatory
if the mental ability score is obtained with a group test that
requires reading skills that are possibly beyond the student's
achievement in reading. He might not be able to read the ques¬
tions and answer them intelligently. As a result, his lack of
reading ability might depress the mental ability score and give
3
a meaningless or damaging impression of it.
Diagnosis
After the discrepancy between reading ability and esti¬
mated potential for reading has been measured, a general diag¬
nosis should be made for the purposes of identifying those in
need of a more analytical diagnosis of their poor reading ability
and for providing information necessary to the adjustment of
4
instruction to meet individual needs.
^Shelly Umans, Designs for Reading Programs (New York:
Bureau of Publications, Teachers College, Columbia University,
1964), p. 38.
^Ruth Strang, Diagnostic Teaching of Reading (New York:
McGraw-Hill Book Company, 1964), p. 198.
^Shelly Umans, o£. cit. , p. 38.
^Bond and Tinker, o£^. cit. , p. 129.
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When tentative diagnosis is completed, a program of
instruction is selected which is designed to enable the under¬
achiever to overcome his reading deficiencies and permit him to
read at a level commensurate with his reading potential.
Related Studies
Presently, great concern is given to adjusting the cur¬
riculum to the student rather than the student to the curriculum
Research is being conducted in many aspects of the high school
reading program in order to identify ways by which reading ma¬
terials and methods may best be related to the needs of students
and how instruction can be adjusted to individual differences.
The need for such research was exemplified by Penty in her
study of "Reading Ability and High School Drop-Outs."^ This
study of the disparity between reading ages and mental ages of
poor readers who dropped out of school and of poor readers who
remained in school, but who experienced difficulty in reading,
revealed that a very large percentage of the young people in
both groups had potential in reading ability. It was her
opinion that with proper help, those students could have shown
marked improvement in reading skills and abilities which prob¬
ably would have contributed to more favorable scholastic
2
achievement and personality adjustment.
Numerous studies on high school "drop-outs" have
heavily underscored the research that has been Incessantly
^Ruth C. Penty, op. cit.
2lbid-. P- 180.
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conducted at the elementary school level since underachievers
in reading were recognized nearly half a century ago. Twenty
years ago, Helen Robinson presented her distinctive five-year
study of Why Pupils Fail in Reading,^ which reaffirmed the
belief that a child's reading grade should correspond with his
mental age if all factors are ideal for his learriing to read.^
A high degree of relationship between performance of
reading development in terms of "stages" and the mental ability
3
of fourth graders was found by Whatley in her 1958 study.
During the same year, Scott began conducting an inter¬
esting two-year study in Bend, Oregon, with three groups of
fifth grade pupils totalling 670 pupils. In this study she
sought to determine "The Relationship Between Intelligence
Quotients and Gain in Reading Achievement with Arithmetic
4
Reasoning, Social Studies, and Science." Four of her ten
significant findings were that;
1. Gain in reading achievement correlated highest
with gain in science.
2. There is a positive correlation not attributable
to intelligence between reading gain and gain in
arithmetic reasoning.
^Helen Mansfield Robinson, Why Pupils Fail in Reading
(Chicago: The University of Chicago Press, 1946).
^Ibid.. p. 69.
^Virginia Tillman Whatley, "Levels and Stages of Reading
Development Compared with Mental Ability" (unpublished Master's
thesis. School of Education, Atlanta University, 1958), p. 43.
^Carrie M. Scott, "The Relationship Between Intelligence
Quotients and Gain in Reading Development with Arithmetic
Reasoning, Social Studies, and Science," The Journal of Educa¬
tional Research. 56:6 (February, 1963).
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3. These data are consistent with the belief that
improved reading ability may lead to improvement
in arithmetic reasoning, social studies, and
science, but the degree of concomitance is less
than many educators realize.
4. The teaching of reading needs to be general in
developing skills and affording practice, and
must be specifically related to the other areas.^
Indeed, research in the field of reading is overwhelm¬
ing, yet more is needed for there are still unanswered questions
concerning the abilities which influence the child's learning
to read effectively. Pollack and Piekarz support this idea by
stating that:
Some reading problems will always exist, but too many prob¬
lem readers are made—not born. Ways of imparting neces¬
sary reading and study skills to all students who have the
capacity are available. These ways must be adopted and
put into use.^
Summary
1. Educators throughout the world are quite concerned
about academic underachievement.
2. Research findings in the fields of medicine, psy¬
chology, and education are being synchronized in
an effort to facilitate the practical application
of the findings within the classroom.
3. It is vitally Important to identify the under¬
achiever .
4. Listening comprehension is one useful measure of
potential for reading.
5. An analytical diagnosis should follow the general
diagnosis.
6. Related studies reveal that improvement in reading
ability contributes to higher scholastic achieve¬
ment .
^Ibid.. p. 322.
^Pollack and Piekarz, ££. cit., p. 237.
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This summary is representative of main ideas gained
from the survey of related literature, and it formed a kind
of background orientation for the chapter which follows.
CHAPTER II
PRESENTATION AND INTERPRETATION OF DATA DESCRIBING
THE READING STATUS AND INSTRUCTIONAL
PROGRAM OF TWENTY-FIVE ENROLLEES
OF ONE LABORATORY CLASS
Introduction
This chapter will be concerned with eleven specific
purposes .
First, the subjects will be identified. Only the
Initials of the first and last names will be used for indi¬
vidual Identification of the students. The twenty-five sub¬
jects comprise one of four classes of eighth grade students
scheduled to the Communication Skills Laboratory. They were
selected for the laboratory because their reading potentials
were two or more years above their reading achievement scores
The reading potential as defined in this study was determined
through a comparison of silent reading comprehension and audi
tory comprehension. The discrepancy which was found to exist
between these two skills was estimated to be the student's
potential. Scores were obtained from the administration of
the Metropolitan Achievement Tests, Advanced Reading Test.
Form CM. as a silent reading test and as a listening test.
21
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The test was administered to all eighth grade stu¬
dents. On one day, it was given as directed in the manual and
was referred to as the "timed test". On the next day, the
same test was taken by the examinees as a listening test, which
was referred to as the "reinforced test". The discrepancy be¬
tween the resulting grade equivalent scores was computed, and
those students with a discrepancy of two or more years were
assigned to the Communication Skills Laboratory rather than
English classes.
Second, background information related to the sub¬
jects will be presented. This information was obtained from
an inspection of permanent record folders located in the coun¬
selor's office and interviews which were held with a sample of
the subjects in their homes.
Third, levels of expectancy will be established. The
I.Q. was rendered by the Otis Quick-Scoring Mental Ability
Tests: New Edition, Beta Test; Form CM. Then, the level of
expectancy score was calculated by this formula; I. Q. times
years in school plus 1.0 equals reading grade.^ The 1.0 is
added because the child's grade score was 1.0 when he entered
2
s chool.
Fourth, the general reading status of the group will
be discussed. The arithmetic mean of grade equivalent scores
was found for tests of word knowledge, silent reading, and
oral reading.
^Bond and Tinker, o^.* cit. , p. 77.
2lbid•. p. 79.
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Fifth, an analysis of the causes of difficulties which de¬
tracted from a generally desirable reading profile will be submitted.
Sixth, the major factors that apparently contributed to the
reading difficulties will be disclosed.
Seventh, inhibiting physical, emotional, and educational
factors that were discovered will be identified.
Eighth, the prevalent types of reading disabilities will
be indicated.
Ninth, recommendations for remedying the disabilities that
were identified will be made.
Tenth, a description and appraisal of the application of
certain instructional procedures will be rendered. This will be
done in terms of the general group diagnosis as discussed in the
purposes of the study.
Eleventh, the extent to which the procedures were related
to recommendations, based on the analyses of the disabilities, will
be evaluated.
Identification of the subjects
The subjects of this study were twenty-five eighth grade
students with an average age of thirteen years and five months.
These subjects were assigned to the Communication Skills Laboratory
because they showed potential for reading growth. They represent
one section of underachievers receiving reading instruction. Sub¬
jects will be identified by their initials throughout this study.
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Background information
All of the subjects were born in 1952, with the exception
of W. C., who was born in 1951. Of the seventeen subjects inter¬
viewed, seven lived with only one parent and ten lived with both
parents. (See Table 1.) Only one did not have sisters or brothers.
Table 1 also indicates the number of elementary schools
attended. During the interviews, those who had attended more than
two elementary schools were requested to explain why. It was
learned that J. C., M. H., S. 0., and W. D. transferred to differ¬
ent schools because the family moved. I. J., who had attended
five schools during his seven years in elementary school, stated
that moves by the family and the shifting of school populations
to new buildings were responsible for his transfers.
Each student stated that he enjoyed school, and those with
forty-eight or more days of absence during the 1,260 days spent in
the elementary school explained that minor illnesses, parental
assignments, or death of relatives accounted for their absenteeism.
(See Table 1.)
Eleven of the subjects reported that they had not been
aware of their reading difficulties before their assignment to the
laboratory. Six of them stated that they had been aware of a
"little trouble", specifically: (1) A. B. reported that she had
trouble with unfamiliar words in the fifth grade; (2) C. J. re¬
vealed that he could not read aloud in grades one through six, but
could in grade seven; (3) J. C. remembered that she "had trouble
in the third and fourth grades; (4) J. P. recalledwith words"
TABLE 1


















A. B. 5 Together 2 48 B to
A. C.
B . N.
C . J. 3 Separated 2 8 A to
C. D. 2 Together 1 61 A to
D. A.
I. J. 6 Together 5
J. C. 6 Separated 2 13 C to
J. C. 8 Separated 3 84 A to
J. B.
'
J. P. 4 Separated 1 64 B to
K. D. 2 Separated 1 208 B to
M. G.
M. K.
M. H. 10 Together 4 69 B to
M. E.
P. G. 5 Together 1 21 B to
Q. C. 3 Together 2 101 C to
R. L. 7 Together 2 37 A to
R. A. 1 Together 1 66 A to
S . 0. 7 Together 4 50 C to
T . L. 3 Separated 1 40 A to
U. L. 7 Together 2 15 A to
W. D. 4 Separated 3 29 B to





















having "a little trouble" but could not remember at which
grade level; (5) T. L. said "big words" bothered him; (6)
W. D. experienced difficulty in the seventh grade; and W. C.
was the only subject who had repeated a grade. Table 1 also
reveals that only one of those aware of a reading difficulty
received a failing grade in reading.
Each subject exhibited a wholesome attitude toward
reading and professed to have many books and magazines avail¬
able. All were patrons of the Atlanta Public Library, with
the exception of C. J., M. H. Q. C., and S. 0. The only ones
who did not recall hearing stories read to them before enter¬
ing school were A. B. and J. C.
Establishment of levels of expectancy
According to the estimated levels of expectancy, read¬
ing achievement among the subjects might be expected to range
from 5.9 to 8.4 as shown in Table 2. The mean expectancy
level was 6.3, which means that the group might be expected
to read within a year and eight months of their grade placement.
General reading status of the subjects
In Table 3, it may be noted that the inclusive range
of grade equivalent scores on Test 1, Word Knowledge, was from
3.3 to 9.5 with the mean grade equivalent of 5.5. Thus, this
group of students was two years and six months retarded in
Word Knowledge.
Table 3 also exhibits the results of Test 2, Reading,
with a range from 2.0 to 6.8. The mean grade equivalent of
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TABLE 2
INTELLIGENCE QUOTIENTS AND ESTIMATED
READING EXPECTANCIES
Estimated
Subject I. Q. Reading
Expectancy
A. B. 70 6.0
A. C. 83 6.9
B. N. 90 7.4
C. J. 83 6.9
C. D. 104 8.4
D. A. 90 7.4
I. J. 82 6.8
J. C. 78 6.6
J. C. 80 6.7
J. B. 80 6.7
J. P. 81 6.8
K. D. 73 6.2
M. G. 83 6.9
M. K. 81 6.8
M. H. 78 6.6
M. E. 78 6.6
P. G. 82 6.8
Q. C. 78 6.6
R. L. 80 6.7
R. A. 70 5.9
S. 0. 70 5.9
T. L. 86 7.1
U. L. 82 6.8
W. D. 77 6.5
W. C. 81 7.6
3.8 was 4.3 years below the grade norm of 8.1. Therefore, the
group was considered disabled in reading.
The inclusive range of grade equivalent scores for the
Gray Oral Reading Test was 1.2 to 9.0 and the mean was 3.7,
which was four years and four months below the grade placement
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TABLE 3
GRADE EQUIVALENT SCORES FOR THE METROPOLITAN
READING TEST AND GRAY ORAL READING TEST
Metropolitan







A. B. 4.3 3.0 1.2
A. C. 6.1 5.7 2.0
B. N. 8.1 5.5 6.2
C. J. 7.0 5.7 5.2
C. D. 9.5 6.8 9.0
D. A. 6.1 4.7 4.3
I. J. 5.6 3.2 2.4
J. C. 3.9 3.2 2.8
J. C. 5.6 3.7 3.0
J. B. 4.8 3.2 4.2
J. P. 4.5 3.0 1.8
K. D. 5.3 3.5 1.8
M. G. 4.6 3.0 3.0
M. K. 4.7 3.0 2.8
M. H. 4.8 3.3 8.3
M. E. 4.3 3.0 2.2
P. G. 7.0 3.0 4.0
Q. C. 3.3 3.0 3.5
R. L . 4.8 3.5 4.1
R. A. 7.4 4.3 6.4
S. 0. 4.3 3.3 1.6
T. L. 5.8 5.3 4.8
U. L. 4.7 3.2 3.7
W. D. 4.7 2.0 3.0
W. C. 5.6 3.2 - .1.5
.evel. This range was greater than the one computed for the
silent reading test.
Subsequently, it was concluded that as a group, the
subjects were far below their grade placement level in word
knowledge; and, greatly disabled in silent and oral reading,
as revealed by their levels of expectancy.
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Analysis of the difficulties which detract from a generally
desirable reading profile
Scrutlnization of the silent reading test showed the
following: (1) fiye subjects were extremely weak in the abil¬
ity to recognize the correct meaning of words in context;
(2) three subjects repeatedly failed in the recognition of
the main idea; (3) ten subjects were unable to draw correct
inferences; and, (4) seyen subjects were weak in all areas
measured by the test.
The types of errors made on the oral reading test are
presented in Table 4. It may be noted that the most common
errors were partial mispronunciation, substitution, repetition,
and aid from the examiner.
Recent results of visual and auditory screening were
not available, but elementary school records disclosed that
C. D. and J. P. had worn glasses. J. P. had also experienced
hearing difficulties.
Summary.—The analysis of the deficiencies which de¬
tracted from the quality of the reading profiles revealed the
following needs.
1. Five subjects were in need of skills necessary for
independent recognition of the correct meaning of
words in context.
2. Three students required exercises designed for
identification of the main idea.
3. Ten cases were in need of systematic practice in
drawing inferences.
4. Seven of the subjects definitely required emphasis
on all of the skills and abilities enumerated above.
TABLE 4
GRADE EQUIVALENT SCORES AND SUMMARY OF TYPES OF ERRORS
ON THE GRAY ORAL READING TEST
Gross Mis- Partial Substi- Repeti-
Subject Score Aid pronun- Mispronun- Omis- Inser- tution tion Inversion

















































































































































5. All subjects were In need of planned activities
involving verbal participation and periodic oral
reading.
Major factors that apparently contributed to the difficulties
One possible factor which appears to have contributed
to the identified reading weaknesses of nine subjects was
limited mental ability as shown in Table 1. However, inasmuch
as this mental ability was measured with an instrument requir¬
ing reading skills that the subjects probably lacked, the
computed Intelligence quotient may have been substantially
depressed.
Another major factor appears to be an educational one,
wherein apparent Inappropriate emphasis upon certain basic
reading skills may have prevented effective overall reading
growth. Failure to identify and/or correct the difficulties
involved at an earlier stage might have compounded the
situation.
Prevalent types of reading disabilities
The subjects of this study were classified as disabled
readers, and categorized as specific retardation cases and
limiting disability cases.
Five subjects were considered specific retardation
cases because they possessed general basic reading skills and
abilities, but had not learned to adapt them to all of their
reading purposes. They were inexperienced in noting relation¬
ships and drawing inferences. Training in those areas was
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required rather than re-education in the basic skills and
abilities of reading.
The twenty remaining students were limiting disability
cases, in that they had serious deficiencies in their basic
skills and abilities which limited their entire reading growth.
Their word recognition deficiency, inability to sense thought
units, and faulty reading habits made re-education essential.
Recommendation for remedying the difficulties
Oral reading.--The analysis of errors committed on the
oral reading test dictated the utilization of oral drill cards
and the Language Master for all subjects. (See Appendix A
for samples of oral drill cards.)
The Language Master is a relatively small piece of
equipment that operates upon the same principle as the tape
recorder. Blank and printed cards are provided with a strip
of magnetic recording tape near the lower part. It has a built-
in speaker, a dual recording track for student and instructor,
and an outlet for use with a headphone set when desired. When
a card is pushed into the slot on the right side of the machine,
it catches, proceeds independently toward the left, playing that
which has been previously recorded or permitting new words,
phrases, or sentences to be recorded. It was frequently used
for individual presentation of words for vocabulary study, ex¬
ercises for the improvement of pronunciation, and the introduc¬
tion of materials employing acceptable speech patterns. Regu¬
lar use was made of the Language Master by six subjects, as
warranted by their oral reading test results and informal tests.
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Silent reading.--The Percepta-Matlc was reserved, pri¬
marily, for the limiting disability cases In order to Increase
their efficiency In the recognlton of numerals, letters, and
words. The Percepta-Matlc Is a tachlstoscoplc device with a
shutter speed range from one-tenth of a second to one-one
hundredth of a second. Accompanying cards commence the train¬
ing for eye-brain coordination with a single numeral. The
cards continue with additional numerals, geometric designs,
basic sight vocabulary words, and phrases.
After a period of ten or fifteen minutes each day, a
change was made from the machine to the Reading Skills Cards
designed for use with this device. They offered short selec¬
tions from various subject areas, which were reportedly en¬
joyed by the subjects.
Building Reading Skills (McCormick Mathers Workbooks,
Dolch Books, and the Webster Reading Clinic were also used
with the limiting disability cases because these materials
met their Instructional needs.
With the specific retardation cases, the Craig Reader.
Webster's Evervreaders. Reading Accelerator, and the Listen
and Read Program were used.
The Craig Reader Is a piece of equipment that resem¬
bles a small television set. It utilizes programmed slides
to present a distinctive reading program. The training slide
starts with a numeral that appears first on the left and then
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to the right, and repeats the process several times to ac¬
custom the reader to the visual situation he will face in
using it.
It utilizes materials designed to increase the vocabu¬
lary (first in isolation and next in context) and improve
rate of reading without sacrificing comprehension. The Craig
Reader is calibrated and is accompanied by tests for evalua¬
tion of comprehension.
In Webster’s Everyreaders, the ten specific retardation
cases read stories that would have been read in eighth grade
English class; however, their Everyreaders had low vocabulary
and high interest levels in keeping with their achievement
levels. Some of the paperback books were Sherlock Holmes, Two
Years Before the Mast. King Arthur’s Knights, and The Troian
War.
Eight reading groups were planned for in the labora¬
tory, and two groups were combined when books were to be dis¬
cussed. Table 5 illustrates the reading groups at one point.
The activities of the groups were planned and indicated on a
master schedule which is exemplified in Table 6.
The Reading Accelerator was used to Increase the rate
of reading. This apparatus is constructed of metal and glass.
As the reader places it over the page to be read, he selects
the desired rate on the calibrated dial, pushes the rectangu¬
lar shutter to the top, and proceeds to read as the shutter




A B C D E F G H
A. B. J. C. A. C. C. D. M. H. M. G. W. D. J. B
J. C. K. D. B. N. D. A. R. L. W. C. M. E. P. Q
S. 0.
U. L.
R. L. C. J. I. J. R. A.
T. L.
M. K. Q. C.
The Listen and Read Program consists of prepared mag¬
netic recording tape and synchronized workbooks. The purpose
for using this material was to improve listening habits while
offering needed training and application of desired reading
skills.
Description and appraisal of the application of certain in¬
structional procedures
An oral approach to reading was initially employed for
the entire class during the first weeks of laboratory sessions.
Varied speech patterns and glaring grammatical errors demanded
this approach. The method utilized with the oral approach was
a new one utilized in teaching a foreign language. This was
introduced by one of the instructors.
During the following weeks, provisions were made for
eight reading groups, each consisting of not more than four
students. Although grouped homogeneously according to needs,
efforts were exerted to individualize instruction with the most
suitable teaching method as deemed appropriate for each student.
TABLE 6
WEEKLY SCHEDULE OF LABORATORY ACTIVITIES
Monday Tuesday
A. 1. Craig Reader Craig Reader
2. Percepta-Matic Percepta-Matic
B. 1. Percepta-Matic Percepta-Matic
2. Craig Reader Craig Reader
C. 1. Lang. Master Literature
2. Reading Skills Literature
D. 1. Reading Skills Literature
2. Lang. Master Literature
E. 1. Literature Lang. Master
2. Literature Reading Skills
F. 1. Literature Percepta-Matic
2. Literature Lang. Master
G. 1. Tape recorder Workbook
2. Percepta-Matic Listen & Read
H. 1. Percepta-Matic Workbook























































The instructional methods and techniques utilized were
in keeping with the basic principles underlying treatment of
disabled reading as delineated by reliable authorities in the
field of reading.^
The final test results, obtained after four months of
instruction, were compared with previous test results. An
exhibition of the progress of the subjects is presented in
Table 7.
The general reading status of the group after labora¬
tory training revealed a range from 3.5 to 9.2 and a mean grade
equivalent of 5.8. (See Table 7.) Prior to instruction, the
subjects were four years and three months below grade place¬
ment; and, after instruction, the group was two years and six
months below grade placement level. Thus, the general reading
status of the group was raised 1.7 or one year and seven months
closer to grade placement level.
In Table 8, the standard scores reveal the mean and
median to be higher in January than in September for Word
Knowledge and Reading. The t-ratio of 1.0 for Word Knowledge
indicates that the difference of the means is not significant
at the one per cent or five per cent level. However, the
t-ratio of 3.9 for Reading indicates that the difference be¬
tween the means is significant at the one per cent level of
confidence. Therefore, the null hypothesis is rejected.
^See Bond and Tinker, cit. . p. 205.
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TABLE 7




Word Knowledge Reading Test 2, Reading
Sept. Jan. Sept. Jan.
Discrepancy
(Reading Growth)
A. B . 4.3 4.7 3.0 4.0 1.0
A. C. 6.1 7.0 5.7 8.1 2.4
B. N. 8.1 6.7 5.5 8.5 3.5
C. J. 7.0 7.4 5.7 6.8 1.1
C. D. 9.5 10+ 6.8 9.2 2.4
D. A. 6.1 6.0 4.7 5.3 0.6
I. J. 5.6 5.6 3.2 5.7 2.5
J. C. 3.9 3.9 3.2 5.1 1.9
J. C. 5.6 5.4 3.7 6.0 2.3
J. B. 4.8 6.0 3.2 3.5 0.3
J. P. 4.5 4.8 3.0 4.2 1.2
K. D. 5.3 5.4 3.5 4.4 0.9
M. G. 4.6 5.3 3.0 5.3 2.3
M. K. 4.7 4.7 3.0 4.2 1.2
M. H. 4.8 5 .6 3.3 5.7 2.4
M. E . 4.3 4.3 3.0 3.5 0.5
P. G. 7.0 5.6 3.0 3.3 0.3
Q. C. 3.3 5.1 3.0 5.7 2.7
R. L. 4.8 5.3 3.5 5.2 1.7
R. A. 7.4 6.7 4.3 8.0 3.7
S. 0. 4.3 4.3 3.3 4.2 0.9
T. L. 5.8 5.8 5.3 6.3 1.0
U. L. 4.7 5.4 3.2 5.2 2.0
W. D. 4.7 5.2 2.0 4.2 2.2
W. C. 5.6 6.7 3.2 5.5 2.3
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TABLE 8







Sept. J an. Diff . Sept. Jan. Diff.
A. B. 32 35 26 33
A. C . 44 47 42 50
B. N. 50 46 41 52
C. J. 47 48 42 46
C. D. 53 56 46 54
D. A. 44 43 36 40
I. J. 41 41 28 42
J. C. 30 30 28 38
J. C. 41 40 32 43
J. B. 36 43 28 31
J. P. 33 36 26 34
K. D . 39 40 31 35
M. G. 34 39 26 40
M. K. 35 35 26 34
M. H. 36 41 29 42
M. E . 32 32 26 31
P . G. 47 41 26 29
Q. C. 25 37 26 42
R. L. 36 39 31 39
R. A. 48 46 34 50
S . 0. 32 32 29 34
T. L. 42 42 40 44
U. L. 35 40 28 39
W. D. 35 38 34 38
W. C. 41 46 28 41
Me an 38.7 40.5 31.6 39.7
Median 36.0 40.0 29.0 40.0
Standard
Deviation 6.9 5.8 5.8 00 •
Standard
Error of
Mean 1.4 1.2 1.2 1.7




It is evident and hereby concluded that the Communica
tion Skills Laboratory, through its Instructional program at
West Fulton High School, achieved its purpose of raising the
reading achievement level of twenty-five underachievers . It
was not determined by this study whether similar results were
obtained in the other communication skills emphasized, namely




Recapitulation and basic design of the study
This chapter presents the summary of the research,
conclusions drawn from the findings, implications derived
from the data, and recommendations for improvement of diag¬
nostic and instructional procedures.
Skill in reading is a necessity in our society where
written material continually surrounds the public. Therefore,
the ability to read proficiently in today's world is one of
the most important skills that a person can acquire. One who
cannot read effectively is seriously handicapped.
There are several ways in which a reading handicap
may influence the personal and social adjustment, as well as
the future adult occupational role of an individual. The
large number of drop-outs, juvenile delinquents, prison in¬
mates, and people on welfare rolls is, in some cases, evidence
of emotional disturbances and maladjustment occasioned by
frustration in the learning situation. Some of these poorly
adjusted Individuals have been found to be of average intelli¬
gence. Yet, the characteristic most commonly associated with
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many is a history of failure in academic subjects, primarily
because of a deficiency in reading skills. They had the
potential for growth in reading but did not perform up to
capacity because of circumstances beyond their immediate con¬
trol or because they did not choose to do so. Whichever
might have been the case, they were considered to be under¬
achievers .
It is the responsibility of the school to identify
the underachievers, the character of their underachievement,
and the possible reasons for it. Students who continue to
falter in the use of their abilities may become disabled
readers; that is, so handicapped in reading that their educa¬
tional careers are in jeopardy.
Consequently, this study was concerned with twenty-
five eighth grade underachievers enrolled in the Communication
Skills Laboratory of West Fulton High School in Atlanta,
Georgia. The Communication Skills Laboratory is a new program
in the Atlanta Public School System. Its purpose is to raise
the achievement level of students who perform two or three
years below grade-placement level and level of expectancy in
the communication skills of listening, speaking, reading, and
writing .
This study was designed to identify, through case
analyses, the prevalent types of reading disabilities among
twenty-five students in one class of underachievers. It fur¬
ther aimed to determine the extent to which the procedures
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and results of laboratory training were related to recommenda¬
tions based on the reading disabilities revealed through the
case analyses.
The purposes were to:
1. Survey background information relating to the
subjects
2. Establish levels of expectancy and/or potential
for reading
3. Determine the general reading status of the
subj ects
4. Analyze the difficulties which detract from a
generally desirable reading profile
5. Determine the major factors apparently contributing
to the reading difficulties
6. Discover inhibiting physical, emotional, and edu¬
cational factors
7. Identify the prevalent types of reading disa-
abllities
8. Make recommendations for remedying of the disa¬
bilities identified
9. Describe and appraise the application of certain
Instructional procedures in terms of the general
group diagnosis
10. Determine the extent to which the procedures and
results of laboratory training are related to
recommendations based on the analyses of the
disabilities
11. Determine any implications for improvement of diag¬
nostic and instructional procedures inherent in
the findings
The method of research utilized in the fulfillment of
these purposes was descriptive analysis, utilizing case-study
techniques.
The following procedural steps were taken;
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1. Literature related to the problem was surveyed,
abstracted, and summarized.
2. Permission to conduct the study was requested of
and granted by the proper authorities of the
Atlanta Public School System.
3. Twenty-five subjects were chosen by randomly se¬
lecting one of the four laboratory classes for
the study. Four cards of identical sizes were
numbered I, II, III, and IV to correspond with
the numerals used in identifying the four labora¬
tory classes. These cards were placed facedown
upon a desk, rearranged many times, and one card
was selected to identify the subjects to be used
in this study.
4. A conference was held with one of the laboratory
teachers for the purpose of learning of her pre¬
vious teaching experiences and discovering the
origin of her interest in the skills laboratory.
5. Reading test scores and other test scores were
obtained and analyzed.
6. Permanent record folders were inspected, and
essential information was recorded.
7. Laboratory records were studied, analyzed, and
abstracted.
8. Exploratory interviews were conducted with selected
subjects in their homes.
9. Collected data were analyzed, compiled and pre¬
sented in narrative form, complemented by appro-
piate tables organized in accordance with the
purposes of the study.
10. Prevalent types of reading disabilities were
identified.
11. Findings, conclusions, implications and recommenda¬
tions were presented.
Summary of the review of the literature
A review of the literature pertinent to this study re¬
vealed that educators throughout the world are quite concerned
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about academic underachievement, especially certain facets of
language disability which include reading.
In Copenhagen, Dr, Knud Hermann and the famed Ordblind
Institute have been conducting research on specific language
disability for many years. Recently, the Neurological Institute
of Moscow has been pursuing promising avenues of research in
this area.
Thus, the findings in the fields of medicine, psychology
and education are being synchronized in an effort to bridge the
crippling gap between them, and make practical application of
the knowledge in the classroom. For example, medical special¬
ists have devised a number of special terms to describe diffi¬
culties in learning to read. A favorite one is dyslexia, which
simply means that there is something wrong with the person's
reading.
In addition to new terminology for describing reading
difficulties, there are new methods, programs, approaches, and
equipment for remedying and correcting the reading difficulties.
It has been estimated that twenty per cent of all chil¬
dren of normal or above average Intelligence suffer from read¬
ing deficiencies severe enough to impede learning substantially.
Consequently, it is vitally important to identify underachievers
Their identification should be followed by a general
diagnosis, which is made through a study of the results from
general survey or achievement tests in order to locate areas
of weakness. Thus, those in need of an analytical diagnosis
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would be identified. This subsequent analysis of reading
difficulties would provide information necessary for the
adjustment of instruction to meet individual needs.
Presently, the greater concern is given to adjusting
the curriculum to the student rather than the student to the
curriculum. Research is being conducted in many aspects of
the high school reading program in order to discover ways by
which reading materials and methods may best be related to the
needs of students, and how instruction can be adjusted to in¬
dividual differences.
Findings
In this research, the following outcomes were identi¬
fied in accordance with the purposes of the study. Namely, that
1. Of the twenty-five subjects included in this study,
twenty-four experienced successful elementary
school careers as evidenced by lack of failure and
highly favorable academic reports.
2. Six of the subjects became aware of their reading
difficulties while enrolled in elementary school
and expressed the desire to improve themselves.
3. The levels of expectancy were established as having
a range of from 5.9 to 8.4. The mean expectancy
level was 6.3, which indicated that the group might
be expected to achieve in reading at a level within
a year and eight months of their grade placement.
4. The general reading status of the group was deter¬
mined to be 3.8, which was 4.3 years below the
grade placement norm of 8.1. All were classified
as disabled readers.
5. An analysis of the difficulties revealed weaknesses
in the following areas: (a) recognition of the
correct meaning of a word in context; (b) identifi¬
cation of the main idea; and (c) drawing of
inferences.
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6. Two major factors that apparently contributed to
the difficulties were Intellectual and educational
in nature. The former appeared to be limited
mental ability in nine of the cases; and, the
latter. Inappropriate emphasis upon reading skills.
7. It was discovered that visual and auditory screen¬
ing were not conducted as a part of the laboratory.
Past health records showed that seven subjects
possessed physical and emotional handicaps during
elementary school.
8. Two prevalent types of reading disabilities were:
specific retardation cases and limiting disability
cases .
9. The following recommendations were made for remedy¬
ing of the difficulties: (a) an oral approach to
reading instruction where needed; (b) an ecletic
approach to reading instruction; (c) small group
instruction; (d) utilization of Building Reading
Skills, Percepta-Matic. Dolch Books, Webster
Clinic, Craig Reader, Reading Accelerator. Listen
and Read Program, and Webster * s Evervreaders.10.The instructional program was Initiated with an
oral approach to reading, followed by an eclectic
approach. Approaches were appraised as suitable
in terms of the diagnosis of the group.
Conclusions
The following conclusions were drawn from the findings
of the study:
1. The educational and general experiential background
of the subjects appeared to be somewhat below
average.
2. The established level of expectancy for the group
indicated the subjects might be expected to handle
materials generally prepared for the sixth grade
pupils.
Since, according to test results, the group of sub¬
jects was four years and three months retarded in
reading when compared with the established grade
norms it was highly desirable for some services to




4. Knowledge of word meanings, when they appear in
various contexts, is a problem generally encoun¬
tered by students of similar backgrounds who
perform substantially below grade level.
5. Grades received in elementary school are not in¬
dicative, in many cases, of the type of reading
retardation found in students who enter eighth
grade.
6. In retarded readers, no single inhibiting factor
can be identified but a combination of educational,
emotional, physical, and intellectual factors
operate to produce reading failure.
7. Most retarded readers identified at the beginning
of eighth grade experience difficulties that can
be labeled as word attack, word meaning, and com¬
prehension deficiencies. These types of disa¬
bilities may be categorized as simple retardation
cases and limiting disability cases; hence, most
of them could profit from laboratory rather than
clinical services.
8. Continuous diagnosis and reappraisal through in¬
formal oral and silent reading, which may result
in an eclectic approach to reading, should be
effected to cope with reading retardation of the
type examined in this study.
9. Laboratory experiences which combine a wide variety
of practice materials with the use of selected
mechanical devices (for motivational purposes) are
effective means of remedying reading deficiencies
of eighth graders with similar problems.10.All of the subjects progressed in reading after
laboratory instruction, presenting a range in
growth from three months to three years and seven
months, thus supporting the assumptions undergird¬
ing the establishment of the laboratory.
Inip li ca t ions
The results of this study also yielded the following
implications:
1. There is need for more effective systematic train¬
ing in reading comprehension skills at suitable
achievement and interest levels of the pupils in
the elementary school, and less emphasis on isolated
vocabulary study.
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2. The need for visual and auditory screening at the
eighth grade level is very apparent with the num¬
ber of audio-visual aids utilized.
3. Levels of reading expectancy are in need of estab¬
lishment at the close of primary grades in order
to point to appropriate materials and procedures,
hence to prevent underachievement in reading.
Recommendations
The recommendations which stem from this study are that:
1. Visual and auditory screening be incorporated in
the City-Wide Testing Program for eighth graders
2. Levels of reading expectancy be established at the
close of primary grades in order to identify appro¬
priate materials and procedures, hence to prevent
underachievement in reading in the elementary school
3. Group listening tests be used more widely to aid in
establishing levels of reading expectancy in prlr-
mary and intermediate grades
4. Proper emphasis be placed upon the effective teach¬
ing of reading skills and employment of approach
directed toward the needs of the individual
5. The use of certain equipment be considered for wider
use in class and special situations other than the
laboratory
6. This study be replicated on a larger sample in order
to further substantiate the reliability of the pro¬
cedures used and the effectiveness of the devices
chosen
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Oral Drill Card 15
(Omitted Final D)
Our cat has been named.
But he hasn’t been tamed;
And I can’t be blamed
If he’ s soon stuffed and framed.
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BETA
Em.
Do not open this booklet, or turn it over, until you are told to do so.
Fill these blanks, giving your name, age, birthday, etc. Write plainly.
Name Grade Boy Girl
First name Initial Last name
Date of birth How old are you now?
Month Day Year
Date 19 School City and state
Read these directions. Do what they tell you to do.
This is a test to see how well you can think. It contains questions of different kinds. Under each question there are
four or five possible answers. You are to read each question and decide which of the answers below it is the right answer.
Do not spend too much time on any one question. Here are three sample questions.
Sample a: Which one of the five things below is soft?
(I) glass (2) stone (3) cotton (4) iron (5) ice
The right answer, of course, is cotton. The word cotton is No. 3. Now look at the “Answer
Spaces for Samples” at the right. In the five spaces after the Sample “a,” a heavy mark has
been made, filling the space under the 3. This is the way to answer the questions.
Try the next sample question yourself. Do not write the answer; just put a heavy mark in
the space under the number corresponding to the right answer.
Sample b: A robin is a kind of—
(6) plant (7) bird (8) worm (9) fish (10) flower
The answer is bird, which is answer 7; so you should answer Sample “b” by putting a heavy
mark in the space under the 7. Try the Sample “c.”
Sample c: Which one of the five numbers below is larger than 55?
(II) 63 (12) 48 (13) 29 (14) 57 (15) 16
The correct answer for Sample “c” is 57, which is No. 14; so you would answer Sample “c” by making a heavy black
mark that fills the space under the number 14. Do this now.
Read each question carefully and decide which one of the answers is best. Notice what number your choice is. Then,
on the answer sheet, make a heavy black mark in the space under that number. In marking your answers, always
be sure that the question number on the answer sheet is the same as the question number in the test booklet. Erase
completely any answer you wish to change, and be careful not to make stray marks of any kind on your answer sheet
or on your test booklet. When you finish a page, go on to the next page. If you finish the entire test before the time is
up, go back and check your answers. Work as rapidly and as accurately as you can.
The test contains 80 questions. You are not supposed to be able to answer all of them, but do the best you can. You
will be allowed half an hour after the examiner tells you to start. Try to get as many questions right as possible. Be
careful not to go so fast that you make mistakes. Do not spend too much time on any one question. No questions
about the test will be answered by the examiner after the test begins. Lay your pencil down.
Do not turn this booklet until you are told to begin.
Published by World Book Company, Yonkers-on-Hudson, New York, and Chicago, Illinois
Copyright 1954 by World Book Company. Copyright in Great Britain. All rights reserved
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1 The opposite of weak is—
(I) poor (2) sick (3) tall (4) strong (5) young
2 Which of the five words below comes first in the dictionary?
(6) brown (7) black (8) blown (9) break (10) blend
S Which answer tells best what a teakettle is?
(II) a tool (12) a weapon (13) a utensil (14) a thing (15) a machine
4 An eggshell is to an egg the same as an orange skin is to—
(16) a lemon skin (17) an orange (18) an orange seed (19) a hen (20) a clamshell
6 Ruth is prettier than Sadie but not so pretty as Mabel. Therefore, Mabel is (?) Sadie.
(21) not so pretty as (22) just as pretty as (23) cannot say which (24) prettier than
6 The mayor is to a city as the governor is to—
(26) a nation (27) a president (28) a state (29) a council (30) an office
7 A stove is to heat as a refrigerator is to—
(31) a kitchen (32) cold (33) electricity (34) gas (35) food
8 Three of the four designs at the right are alike in some way.
Which one is not like the other three? (36)
9 Northwest is to southeast as up is to—
(41) north (42) higher (43) northeast (44) down (45) under
10 The opposite of clockwise is—
(46) backward (47) counterclockwise (48) right (49) left (50) round
11 Which of the five words below comes first in the dictionary?
(51) times (52) stand (53) ruled (54) grand (55) quill
12 Which of the five persons below is most like a carpenter, a plumber, and a bricklayer?
(56) a postman (57) a lawyer (58) a truck driver (59) a doctor (60) a painter
13 Which of the following sentences tells best what an arm is?
(61) It goes in the coat sleeve. (62) You can put it around something.
(63) It carries the hand. (64) It is the part of the body attached to the shoulder.
(65) We have two of them
14 Four of the following things are alike. Which one is different from the other four?
(66) a beet (67) a peach (68) a radish (69) an onion (70) a potato
16 What is to hearing as an eye is to sight?
(71) glasses (72) voices (73) a sound (74) an ear (75) an earphone
16 Three of the four designs at the right are alike in some way. * i ,,,,, .....
Which one is not like the other toee? (76) I —.. (77) !UU (78) JUD (79)
17 Which of the five things below is most like the moon, a balloon, and a ball?
(81) sky (82) a cloud (83) a marble (84) an airplane (85) a toy..
18 Fur is to a rabbit as feathers are to—
(86) a pillow (87) a bird (88) a hair (89) an ammal (90) a nest...
16 What is the most important reason for using screens at windows?
(91) They are easy to paint. (92) They improve the looks of the windows.
(93) They keep out flies but let in the breeze. (94) They keep out burglars.
(95) They are easier to keep clean than windows are
20Which of the five words below comes last in the dictionary?
(I) front (2) local (3) lemon (4) floor (5) knoll
21 The moon (?) around the earth. (Which of the following words completes the sentence best?)
(6) turns (7) goes (8) moves (9) revolves (10) spins
22 Printing is to a book as writing is to—
(II) talking (12) a letter (13) a pen (14) a friend (15) reading
23 Which of the five things below is most like a chimney, a roof, and a door?
(16) a chair (17) a bed (18) a stove (19) a window (20) a desk
24 The ground is to an automobile as water is to— ^ .
(21) a train (22) gasoline (23) the engine (24) a ship (25) a nver
( 8 ] (Go on to the next page.)
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26 If grapefruit are 4 for a quarter, how much will two dozen cost?
(26) 23jf (27) 60ff (28) 96}! (29) $1.60
26 The author is to a book as the inventor is to a—
(31) machine (32) bookmark (33) discoverer
(30) $1.00
(34) writer (35) magazine ...
27 Which of the following tells best what a kitchen is?
(36) a room in which to cook (37) a place to keep knives and forks
(38) a part of a house (39) a room with a table and chairs
(40) a room next to the dining room
28 If the following words were rearranged to make the best sentence, with what letter would the last word of the
sentence begin?
wood made often of are floors
(41) a (42) m (43) w (44) f (45) o
29 Which of the five things below is most like tea, milk, and lemonade?
(46) water (47) vinegar (48) coffee (49) olive oil (50) mustard
30 Three of the four designs at the right are alike in some way.
Which one is not like the other three? fflnl I (68) (54)
31 Which of the sentences below tells best what a kitten is?
(56) It has whiskers. (57) It is a small animal that drinks milk.
(58) It is a playful animal. (59) It is afraid of dogs. (60) It is a young cat.
32 If the following were arranged in order, which one would be in the middle?
(61) pint (62) barrel (63) cup (64) quart (65) gallon
33 If Tom is brighter than Dick and Dick is just as bright as Harry, then Harry is (?) Tom.
(66) brighter than (67) not so bright as (68) just as bright as
34 Count each 4 that has a 2 next after it in this row.
24142354624752442394328784224
How many are there?
(69) cannot say whicj
5 5 2 2 4 2"^
(71) 1 (72) 2 (73) 3 (74) 4 (75) 6
38 The opposite of ignorance is—
(76) beauty (77) knowledge (78) goodness (79) honesty (80) truth
36 Four of the following words have something in common. Which one is not like the other four?
(81) cowardly (82) dishonest (83) poor (84) stingy (85) rude
37 A photograph is 3 inches wide and 5 inches long. If it is enlarged to be 12 inches wide, how long will it be?
(1) 8 in. (2) 20 in. (3) 14 in. (4) 15 in. (5) 60 in
38 The opposite of spend is—
(6) give (7) earn (8) money (9) take (10) use
39 Which of the following sentences tells best what an airplane is?
(11) It flies. (12) It is something to travel in. (13) It is a flying conveyance.
(14) It has wings and a tail. (15) It is a mechanical bird
40 A man drove 9 miles east from his home, and then drove 4 miles west. He was then (?) of his home.
(16) 6 miles east (17) 6 miles west (18) I3 miles east (19) 13 miles west
41 If the following words were rearranged to make the best sentence, with what letter would the last word of the sen¬
tence begin? 1
men deep the a trench dug long
(21) d (22) 1 (23) t (24) s (25) m....
42 A pitcher is to cream as a bowl is to— ^
(26) baseball (27) a saucer (28) coffee (29) sugar (30) a dish
43 If the following words were rearranged to make the best sentence, the Ust word of the sentence would begin with whai
letter?
cook the pie a made apple deep (
(31) c (32) p (33) a (34) d (35) m
44 A very strong feeling of affection is called — *
(36) sympathy (37) pity (38) admiration (39) love (40) esteem t
[ 6 ] {Go on to the next page^
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48 A chair is most likely to have—
(41) rockers (42) upholstery (48) legs (44) a seat (45) arms
46 A boy has three dogs. Their names are Rover, Spot, and Fido. Rover is larger than Spot and Spot is larger than
Fido. Therefore, Rover is (?) Fido.
(46) smaller than (47) larger than (48) the same size as (49) cannot say which
47 Wood is to box as wire is to—
(51) iron (52) electricity (53) doorbell (54) screen (55) fire
48 There is a saying, "It is a long road that has no turning.” It means —
(56) Most long roads are straight. (57) Things are bound to change sooner or later.
(58) Most short roads have turns. (59) It is a bad idea to turn around on the road...
49 Which of the five things below is most like a sheet, a towel, and a handkerchief?
(61) a blanket (62) a coat (63) a napkin (64) a carpet (65) a mattress60Three of the four designs at the right are alike in some way.
Which one is not like the other three? (67)
81 If the following were arranged in order, which one would be in the middle?
(71) foundation (72) walls (73) ceiling (74) roof (75) floor
62 Which one of these series contains a wrong number?
(I) 2-4-6-8-10 . (2) 1-3-5-7-9 (3) 3-6-9-12-15 (4) 1-4-7-10-12
(5) 2-5-8-11^14
63 A pair of trousers always has— ...
(6) a belt (7) cuffs (8) pockets (9) a crease (10) seams
64 One number is wrong in the following series. What should that number be?
81828 38 4 85868789
(II) 9 (12) 7 (13) 6 (14) 8 (15) 566A machine that works rapidly and well is said to be— . .
(16) fluent (17) revolutionary (18) novel (19) automatic (20) eflacient.
66 What letter in the following series appears a third time nearest the beginning?
ACEBDDEABCBECADABCDE(21)A (22) C (23) D (24) E (25) B..
67 The stomach is to food as the heart is to —
(26) a man (27) the lungs (28) blood (29) a pump
68 In the alphabet, which letter follows the letter that comes next after Q?
(31) O (32) S (33) P (34) T (35) E
(30) beating69Most persons prefer automobiles to buses because — _
(36) it is always cheaper to use an automobile. (37) the bus carnes toomany persons.
(38) an automobile gets you where you want to go when you want to go.
(39) automobiles are easier to park
60 The opposite of contract is— .,rx j
(41) explode (42) detract (43) expend (44) die (45) expand
61 In a certain row of trees one tree is the fifth one from either end of the row. How many trees are there in the row?
(46) 5 (47) 8 (48) 10 (49) & (50)1162There is a saying, "Honesty is the best policy.” It means —
(51) Honesty is more important than generosity.
(52) In the long run it pays to be honest. (53) Honest people become wealthy.
(54) You can never tell what a dishonest person will do63Three of the four designs at the right are alike in some way.
Which one is not like the other three?
f 5 1 (fin. 4a 1
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(61) unsuitable (62) lesser (63) single (64) inferior (65) unnecessary
66 If the following words were rearranged to make the best sentence, the word of the sentence would begin with
what letter?
fall clouds from the raindrops dark
(66) f (67) d (68) t (69) c (70) r
66 An object or institution that is not likely to move or change is said to be —
(71) fundamental (72) stable (73) temporary (74) solid (75) basic
67 Worst is tc bad as (?) is to good.
(I) more (2) better (3) best (4) very good (5) excellent
68 If the following persons were arranged in order, which one would be in the middle?
(6) grandfather (7) grandson (8) brother (9) uncle (10) nephew
69 A man who buys and sells when there is considerable danger of loss is said to—
(II) transact (12) stipulate (13) contract (14) speculate (15) bargain70Which tells best what a refrigerator is?
(16) a piece of kitchen furniture (17) a place to store food
(18) an electrical device for the kitchen (19) a large white box
(20) a cabinet for keeping food cold71There is a saying, "A bird in the hand isworth two in the bush.” itmeans— (21) Two birds are worthmore than one.
(22) Something you are sure of is twice as good as something doubtful.
(23) Tour own bird is worth two that belong to others.
(24) It is hard to catch birds that are in bi.shes >72When the time by a clock was 14 minutes past 9, the hands were interchanged. The clock then said about—
(26) 14 minutes past 3 (27) 14 minutes of 10 (28) 14 minutes past 2
(29) 14 minutes of 373One number is wrong in the following series. What should that number be?
1.9 28394859687989
(31)9 '(32) 7 (33) 8 (34) 6 (35) 5..
1
\74The boy deserves (?) for his effort and perseverance. 1
(36) condemnation (37) censure (38) scholarship (39) commendation(40)a medal76One number is wrong in the following series. What should that number be?
1 2 4 8 16 32 48 128(41)96 (42) 6 (43) 64 (44) 12 (45) 24
76 If I have a large box with 4 smaller boxes in it and 3 very small boxes in each small box, how many boxes do I
have in all?
(46) 7 (47) 12 (48) 13 (49) 16 (50) 17 '
77 If each 3 in the following series were changed to a 2 and if each 1 were dropped out, the seventh 2 would be followed^
by what number? (Do not mark the paper.)
1252315234231342 2 25
(51) 1 (52) 3 (53) 2 (54) 4 (55) 5 ^
78 There is a saying, "An ounce of prevention is worth a pound of cure.” It means—
(56) Prevention is a good cure. (57) Prevention and cure can be purchased by weight.
(58) It is much better to prevent something than to cure it. i
(59) It is much better to cure something than to prevent it j
79 Which of the five words below is most like heavy, blue, and nice?
(61) weight (62) round (63) sky (64) color (65) weather f
80 In a foreign language, boli deta kipo means very good weather; holi cora means bad weather; and deta sedu means very hot.^What word means good? ■
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Word, Knowledge
DIRECTIONS
In each of the exercises below read the beginning part of the
sentence, paying particular attention to the underlined word in *
heavy black letters. Then choose the word which best completes the
sentence.
(Specific directions for marking your answers will be read to you by your
examiner.)
SAMPLE A shrub is a . . . [a] tree [b] vine [c] bush [d] branch [e] shrug
1 Ferns are ... [a] animals [b] plants [c] swamps [d] rivers [e] woods
2 To nip is to ...[f] punch [g] pry [h] pull [ i ] push [j] pinch
3 Nuisance means. . ... [a] annoyance [b] sickness [c] help [d] joy [e] children
4 To tumble is to . . . .. .[f] howl [g] hop [h] drink [i] cry [j] fall
5 Broth is ... [a] a relative [b] a pin [c] a soup [d] foam [e] a color
6 Respectfully means ...[f] similarly [g] politely [h] richly [i] privately [j] naturally
7 Security means. . . ... [a] thrift [b] betrayal [c] protection [d] exposure [e] affection
8 A handicap is a. . . . .[f] handbag [g] handkerchief [h] haze [i] disadvantage [j] hat
9 Conceal means. . . .. .[a] wrap [b] open [c] hide [d] hurry [e] stamp
10 Thaw means .. .[f] flow [g] melt [h] thread [i] thrash [j] fling
11 An incident is. ... ... [a] a passage [b] a venture [c] an instant [d] a dispute [e] an event
12 Compliment means . . .[f] praise [g] competition [h] criticism [i] position [ j ] power
13 Yearning means. . ... [a] longing [b] loving [c] laboring [d] laughing [e] learning
14 To credit is to. . . . .. [ f ] introduce [g] create [h] trust [i] pile [j] stretch
15 Regret is ... [a] fear [b] sorrow [c] fury [d] peace [e] noise
16 Parades are . . .[f] movies [g] circuses [h] dances [i] displays [j] services
17 A skipper is a . . . .. .[a] jailer [b] janitor [c] peasant [d] master [e] pauper
18 A hem is a • • -[f] song [g] border [h] passenger [i] head [j] meat
19 Former means.. . . .. .[a] new [b] still [c] pleasant [d] past [e] dark
20 To ascend is to. . . . .[f] smell [g] feel [h] alarm [i] rise [j] conquer
21 Privileges are .. .[a] gifts [b] goals [c] advantages [d] obstacles [e] secrets
22 Fiestas are .. .[f] famines [g] festivities [h] fantasies [i] farewells [j] flends
23 An intention is.... ... [a] a move [b] a glimpse [c] a hunt [d] an instrument [e] a purpose
24 A pillar is a .. .[f] berry [g] column [h] cloth [i] medicine [j] paddle
^5 A marvel is a... . .. .[a] wonder [b] place [c] stone [d] marriage [e] painting
2 GO ON TO THE NEXT PAGE
26 To waver is to... . . [f] hint [g] polish [h] sway [ i ] shield [j] blow
27 Grim means . [a] solid [b] sloping [c] smart [d] stern [e] smiling
28 Flexible means . [f] deceptive [g] dazzling [h] pliable [ i ] refreshing [j] capable
29 A decoy is a . [a] lure [b] storm [c] victim [d] wage [e] plan
30 To communicate is to f f] listen [g] know [h] hope [ i ] wish [j]tell
31 A benediction is a. . . [a] blessing [b] bargain [c] battleship [d] barbarity [e] belfry
32 Aye is the same as. .[f] yea [g] nay [h] oh [i] ah [j] alas
33 Evident means .[a] quick [b] normal [c] bent [d] noble [e] clear
34 Fluster means .[f] enmity [g] trouble [h] confusion [i] doubt [j ] laughter
35 Commerce is . [a] freedom [b] peace [e] war [d] trade [e] rest
36 To confront is to. . . .[f] forgive [g] forget [h] flee [i] force [ j ] face
37 Superiority means. . .[a] abundance [b] excellence [c] bravery [d] charity [e] dismay
38 Grappled means... .[f] ate [g] reflected [h] net [i] succeeded [ j ] wrestled
39 To devastate is to. . .[a] cramp [b] create [c] duplicate [d] destroy [e] educate
40 Memorable means. . .[f] furious [g] important [h] forlorn [i] forgotten [j ] gross
41 A pedestal is a... . .[a] basin [b] bath [c] base [d] bead [e] beard
42 To crumple is to. . . .[f] wrinkle [g] hustle [h] destroy [i] falter [j ] sample
43 Infested means .[a] installed [b] prospered [c] wrote [d] plagued [e] unfastened
44 To rummage is to. . .[f] drink [g] stumble [h] search [i] lose [j] collect
45 Suspense means.... .[a] confidence [b] difficulty [c] suspicion [d] support [e] anxiety
46 To coincide is to. . . .[f] agree [g] enter [h] pass [i] freeze [j ] argue
47 Homespun means... .[a] plain [b] sure [c] strong [d] white [e] kind
48 Meandering means. .[f] watching [g] wandering [h] washing [i] wearing [j] wondering
49 Clad means .[a] happy [b] damaged [c] dressed [d] fooled [e] estimated
50 Astraddle means. . . .[f] astray [g] astride [h] astern [i] aslant [j] aside
51 Homage means. ... .[a] hygiene [b] mercy [c] childish [d] respect [e] pollution
52 Patrician means.. . . .[f] aristocratic [g] partisan [h] limp [i] gruff [j] harmonious
53 Competent means. . .[a] outside [b] simple [c] original [d] rude [e] able
54 Merriment means. . . , .[f] melody [g] magic [h] madness [i] mirth [j] melancholy
55 Undaunted means. . , .[a] defenseless [b] careless [c] guiltless [d] joyless [e] fearless








Read each story. Then read each question below the story. You
are to find the best answer to each question. Notice that certain
questions refer to particular words in the story. These words can be i
found in the lines which have the stars (★) beside them.
(Specific directions for ^narking your answers will be read to you by your
examiner.)
SAMPLE Frank has a good hobby. He. collects stamps. He has stamps from many
★ different places. Of course, he has many United States stamps. He saves
them from the letters he gets from his x4unt C'arrie in Texas and his Cousin
Jack in Ohio. But Frank also has stamps from foreign countries.
A Frank’s Aunt Carrie lives in j e In this story, the word saves means
[a) Ohio [b] New York [e] rescues [fj protects
Ic] Africa [dj Texas fg| keeps [h] prevents
It is said that the first puppet show was given in China some three thousand
years ago for the Emperor. The worthy gentleman had never heard of pup¬
pets before. He thought the puppets were real people who were making fun
of him. In a great fury, the emperor ordered the heads of the puppets
cut off. It took much convincing before he realized that the actors were
merely dolls. Whether or not the legend is true, it reveals the great age of
puppet making. Puppets have been popular for many years. England is
famous for its Punch and Judy puppet shows. Punch is a droll, old rascal.
He is noted for beating his nagging wife, Judy. In spite of this bad habit,
people have been laughing at the Punch and Judy shows for many years.
1 In this story, the word beating means —
[aj conquering [b] striking
[c] cheating [d] winning
2 The author is uncertain whether —
[e] many nations like puppet shows
[f ] the story about the emperor is true
fg] Punch is a funny puppet
[h] Judy is really Punch’s wife
3 When the emperor discovered his mistake, he
was probably —
[a] happy [b] proud
[c] embarrassed [d] furious
4 Punch’s wife, Judy, was noted for her —
[e] good humor [f] small size
[g] cleverness [h] faultfinding
II
One of the most fascinating spots in exotic Hawaii is the City of Refuge.
This city was exactly what the name implies. Just as sixteenth and seven¬
teenth century European lawbreakers were given sanctuary in the church, so
Hawaiian lawbreakers, who escaped to this refuge, were immune from punish¬
ment. Whenever war raged, women and children safely huddled on this site.
★ The City of Refuge is bounded on two sides by the Pacific Ocean. Its other
sides are protected by a long L-shaped wall. Until early in the nineteenth
century this city was also the .site of pagan worship, and two of the ornate
temples still stand where ancient kings and their people gathered to worship.5The best name for this story is —
(a] An L-Shaped Wall [b] Pagan Worship
[c] City of Refuge fd] Exotic Hawaii
8The City of Refuge is protected by —
[e] warriors [f] lawbreakers
[g] ancient kings [h] a great wall
In this story, the word bounded means —
|e] jumped up [f] bordered
[g] made certain [hj bounced
The most frequent visitors to the City of Refuge
today are probably —
[a] Europeans [b] priests
[c] tourists [d] scientists
9The City of Refuge was especially crowded —
[a] in the summer [b] in the winter
[c] during a storm [d] during a war10The word that best describes the City of Refuge
as it was 400 years ago is —
[e] punished [f] safe
[g] war-torn [h] exotic
4 GO ON TO THE NEXT PAGE
Copenhagen, seaport capital of Denmark, is called the "Paris of the North,”
because it is the gayest and most hospitable of the Scandinavian cities. It m
seems that everyone smiles in Copenhagen. Bright lights glitter from myriad ^
restaurants and from Tivoli, the world’s best-known amusement park. Sol¬
diers with bearskin caps parade outside the Royal Palace at noon. The post¬
men wear brilliant red tunics and pretty girls in billowing skirts bicycle
through the city streets. Strange, that so vivid a people should live in so
★ bleak a climate! On the sunniest days, the blue of the sky remains pale and
glassy. The salt air usually contains a slight nip. But, somehow, one doesn’t
notice it in a land where the houses are painted warm pinks and blues and
yellows and where good cheer seems always to reign.
11 A visitor to Copenhagen would probably —
[a] get lost [b] feel lonesome[c]enjoy himself [d] become rich
12 In this story, the word remains means—
[ej endures [f] outlives
[gj survives [h] stays
13 The word that best describes the people of
Copenhagen is —
[a] strange [b] myriad
[c] friendly [d] pale
14 The capital of Denmark is located near the —[e]center of the country [f] ocean
[g] capital of France [h] mountains
15 The dreariest thing in Copenhagen is the—
[a] climate [b] transportation
[c] people’s dress [d] city streets
16 The best name for this story is —
[e] Hospitable Scandinavia
[f] Happy Copenhagen
[g] Copenhagen and Paris
[h] A European Capital
In many stores one may find simulated pearls strung into beautiful necklaces
and bracelets. These may range in price from less than a dollar to a great
many dollars. But even the best of simulated pearls can never approach in
value the true gem that is the product of the oyster. The luster, the color of
the real pearl, cannot be exactly duplicated. The pearl oyster is usually found
in tropical seas. This small, shelled creature has several accomplishments.
From its body it secretes a whitish limy substance which it uses to form its
own shell. The oyster has a very soft body and guilds its shell for protection.
The oyster does not form pearls because it wishes to create something beauti¬
ful. Sometimes a small object — a bit of sand, a speck of some kind — gets
into the oyster’s shell and refuses to be dislodged. The speck irritates the
★ soft flesh of the oyster, and to ease its distress, the oyster begins to surround
the object with the same mother-of-pearl substance that it used in making its
shell. It covers the object
put a stop to the irritation.
17 An oyster’s flesh is very —
[a] tender [b] pretty
[c] sandy [d] hot
18 The best title for this story is —
[e] The Iridescent Oyster
[f] The Making of a Pearl
[g] A Pearl of Great Price
[h] Ladies’ Necklaces
19 The story suggests that simulated pearls differ
from real pearls in —
[a] shape and luster
[bj shape and color
[c] size and cost
[d] color and brilliance
with layer after layer of the substance, hoping to
After a long time, a pearl is formed.
20 In this article, the word ease means —[e]rest [f] slow
[g] reduce [h] shift
21 An oyster will make a pearl only when the oyster
is —
[a] in tropical seas [b] iridescent
[c] hurt [d] soft-bodied
22 The story shows that an oyster can increase its
secretion when it —
[e] is in warm water
[f] has mother-of-pearl inside the shell
[g] is soft-bodied
[h] needs to
5 GO ON TO THE NEXT PAGE ^
WJRBdding CONTINUED
Late one afternoon in 1827 the townsfolk of New Orleans, Louisiana, were, as
if customarily, wending their individual ways home when a bell sounded and
sudden havoc ensued. Through the old French Quarter thronged a host of
young merrymakers, masked and costumed, and armed with playful weapons
such as fistfuls of flour and straw-filled stockings with which they proceeded
to belabor the poor unprepared townspeople. The revelers, bent on enlivening
if a drab day, shrieked gleefully as they clanged cowbells and blasted horns to
the distress of timid souls but to the delight of most of the citizens who soon
joined in the spirit of the ruckus-making skylarkers. Then, as suddenly as
they had come, the masqueraders disappeared. They were the guests at a
masked ball who, by prearranged decision, had combined to give the less
fortunate citizens a taste of their fun. So it was that Mardi Gras was born.
Mardi Gras is the French name for Shrove Tuesday, the day preceding the
solemn penitential season of Lent. Every year on that day since 1827, a
similar fete has taken place in New Orleans. In 1872, the festival was officially
recognized by the Louisiana legislature. Now Mardi Gras is a festival of such
splendor that visitors come from everywhere. Rex, the king of the festival
during the day, leads a series of dazzling floats through the streets of New
Orleans to the thunderous applause of the watching crowds. Comus, lord of
the mirthful night, leads a torchlight parade, his courtiers tossing trinkets to
the costumed merrymakers until finally the night is over and Mardi Gras is
ended.
In this story, the word blasted means —
[a] withered [b] destroyed
[c] blared [d] blew up
The Mardi Gras festival was made official in —
[e]1827 [f] 1872
[g]1956 [h]1927
In this story, the word individual means —
[a] person [b] separate
[c] single [d] distinct
26 The Mardi Gras started as —
[e] a religious festival
[f] an impulsive celebration
[g] a masked ball
[h] an afternoon fiesta
27 This story shows that high spirits are likely to
be —
[a] infectious [b] dangerous
[c] misunderstood [d] mysterious
28 In the Mardi Gras, Comus is a symbol for—
[ejking [-f ] masqueraders
[g] courtiers [h] gaiety
i
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Redding
Either periodically or irregularly, certain animals move from one locality to
another, sometimes to far distant places. This mass journeying is called
migration. The reasons for migrations are varied. In rare instances, they
are occasioned by lack of food or some similar exigency that forces the animals
to desert their homes. Some time ago, locusts descended in hordes from the
Rocky Mountains into the plains of the United States in search of food;
plagues of other insects have beset Europe and Asia from time to time in
much the same way.
An unaccountable migration is that of the lemming, a small, ratlike, burrow¬
ing animal that at intervals, ranging from five to twenty-five years, suddenly
leaves its home in northern Europe and descends southward towards the
Atlantic. The lemmings seem spurred by a peculiarly self-destructive instinct,
for those that survive the preying wolves and foxes, the hunger and cold of
the journey, reach their destination only to cast themselves into the sea —
literally by the thousands — and die by drowning.
But the most reasonable and regular migration is practiced by innumerable
species of birds. These, in order to assure themselves of a supply of food and
of preservation from uncomfortable temperatures, winter in the south and
summer in the north. The most amazing facts about the migration of birds
are the long distances which are covered without rest and the ability to find
the way. Many birds, traveling in flocks, migrate openly in the daytime, but
certain timid species prefer to travel by night. Whether resting by night or
day, the birds spend their resting time in feeding, for there will be no rest or
food for the next twelve hours.
★ The general routes usually follow the seacoast or a river course. Some birds
are so regular in their migrating habits that the time of their arrival in a
specific place can usually be predicted. The robins are among the earliest
migrants, leaving the south early in February, but some birds do not leave
until late in May.
29 In this story, the word general means —
[a]military [b] entire
[c] common [d] head
33Robins usually fly north early in the —
[a] spring [b] summer
[c] fall ■ [dj winter
30A farmer would not like to have locusts migrate
to his area because the locusts would —
[e] plague other insects[f]eat his crops
[g] cause other animals to desert their homes
[h] destroy the soil
3> Birds that do not migrate are probably able to —
[a] adjust to changed weather conditions
[b] go without food during the winter
[cjfly only short distances
[d] sleep during the whole winter
32 The story suggests that scientists find the be¬
havior of lemmings —
[e ] amusing [ f ] disgusting
[g] understandable [h] puzzling
34The best title for this story is —
[ej Migration[f]A Strange Habit
[g] Birds and Animals
[h] Bird Journeys35Some birds migrate only at night because they —■
[a] can see better at night[b]are afraid to travel during the day
[cjfind day travel too tiring
[d] can find more food at night36One would expect that a lemming would —
[ejlive from five to twenty-five years[f]like rats
[g] dig holes in the ground
[h] prey on wolves and foxes




VII It might be called the MysteriousMarauder of the North. It is about as
^ long as a collie, but only stands as high as
a cocker spaniel. It looks like a miniature
bear, but the resemblance stops there. It weighs be¬
tween twenty and thirty pounds, not as much as a
good-sized dog. In proportion to its size, it is probably
the strongest animal on the North American Continent.
It is the largest of the weasel family. It lives princi¬
pally in the Far North — in the barren wastelands of
Alaska and Siberia. Its Latin name is Gulo luscus,
which means "blind glutton.”
What is it? It has many local names. The white man
from the South calls it the Indian Devil. The Ojibway
Indians call it Kweengoargay, which may be translated
"Hard Character.” The French Canadians of the
North have corrupted another Indian name which, if
translated literally, would not be printable. They call
it Carcajou. Most textbooks, however, would identify
it as the wolverine.
It has long fur, blackish to brown in color, containing
an oil which prevents the breath from freezing on
it. This peculiar property makes the fur in great de¬
mand for facing parkas, the hooded garments com¬
monly worn by men who have to live in the Arctic
regions.
Stories about the wolverine are legion. It has strength
enough to get at food hidden under piles of rocks as
heavy as a man can lift, or to scatter a woodpile conical
in shape, with the outside layer composed of tree
trunks the size of telegraph poles. Its cunning enables
it to solve almost any trap that may be set for it. Its
ferocity makes both man and beast avoid it as if it
were indeed the devil. Full-grown bears have been
known to run from it. Its endurance is amazing.
The wolverine is an indifferent climber and swimmer
and, because of its short legs and clumsy appearance, it
moves with a lumbering run. However, its phenome¬
nal endurance will permit it to follow a trap line for
sixty miles or more without a rest, or to persist in trail¬
ing some terrified animal, normally a much faster
traveler, until it drops from exhaustion.
It is usually impossible to find examples of pure mali¬
ciousness in most wild animals. However, the wol¬
verine seems to have developed this characteristic to
a very high level. It will go to great lengths to de¬
stroy something with no more motivation than the
pleasure it has in doing so. Sometimes it will reduce a
trapper’s cabin to a shambles, ripping open flour bags,
carrying away cooking utensils and other gear and
burying them far away.
Once, the wolverine ranged as far south as our western
Sierras, but gradually, as man has extended his domain,
it has retreated into the barren northern wastelands.
It is significant that in spite of all its superior quali¬
ties, including superlative strength, courage, and cun¬
ning, it has been forced to retreat into a part of the
world where few creatures can exist, and may soon face
extinction even there, because it can call no creature
"friend.”
37 Which of the following groups of adjectives all
properly describe the wolverine?
[a] graceful, lazy, cunning, meddling
[b] strong, ferocious, clever, enduring
[cj clumsy, mischievous, timid, gentle
[d] gluttonous, friendly, courageous, agile
38 The wolverine has been called all except which of
the following names?
[e] Indian Devil
[f] Kalkojon, meaning "Ghost Devil”
[g] Gulo luscus
[h] Kweengoargay, meaning "Hard Character”
39 What peculiar property of the wolverine’s fur makes
it in great demand among Arctic-dwelling people?
[a] It wears exceedingly well.
[bj Water vapor will not freeze on it.[e]It is long and silky, and unusually warm.
[d] The hairs do not shed easily.
40 The best name for this story is —
[e] The World’s Largest Weasel
[f] How the Wolverine Lives
[g] Life in the Sub-Arctic
[h] The Mysterious Outlaw of the Northlands
41 At the present time the wolverine is found princi¬
pally —
[a] anywhere in the Arctic Circle
[})] in the western regions of North America as
far south as the Sierra Mountains
[cJ in the barren wastelands of Alaska and Siberia
[d] wherever there are wild or barren lands and
good hunting





[h] jumping from a tree or cliff
43 In this story, the word marauder means —
[a] malicious plunderer [b] nauseous smell[c)fierce fighter [d] tireless hunter
44 In the sentence, "Stories about the wolverine are
legion,” the word legion means —
[e] lacking in proof but mostly false
[f] many in number
[g] fictional or fanciful ^
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Word Knowledge
DIRECTIONS
In each of the exercises below read the beginning part of the sentence,
paying particular attention to the underlined word in heavy black
letters, (’hoose the word which best completes the sentence. Then,
on the separate answer sheet, fill in the space under the letter of the
word you have chosen. Study the sample below. The right answer
has been marked for you on the answer sheet.
SAMPLE A shrub is a. . . [a] tree [b] vine [ c j bush [d] branch [e] shrug
1 A cot is a narrow. . . [ a ]street [b!bed [ c ] table [djyard (e1 path
2 A chariot is a 1 f 1 plane [g 1 paradise (h 1 ship [ i ] chapel ji;coach
3 Power means [ a I force (1) j practice ! c ; light [dj truth [ e 1 industry
4 Simply means [ f 1 especially Ikitruly 1 i 1 • greatly [ 1 ;surely ‘ ; easily
5 Also means (a]above |b|about [ c too Id]even 1L' I than
6 To defeat is to [f;return ‘g1 beat : li number (i1 obey 1.! 1 lose
Experienced means. . ia' peaceful i 1) i uncovered [ '■• 1 trained : d ^ useful 1 e ] vain
A token is a meaning coward i l .i donkey i ' symbol j ,1 1 harp
A schooner is a spoon house !' boat ! d book ie1 snake
1 Principal means earnest chief 1 i i spending 1 teaching 1 ,i i effective
To spare is to hang hurt 1' merit ;'(ii sever ie1 save
A solution is ! an answer a motion a permit I 1 a station ,1 a revolution
Shattering means. . . . a destroying i b plunging limiting ! b glancing ! embarrassing
Situation means addition business position (. 1 time news
To convert is to. . . . a consider 1 change confess i! connect i 1 conduct
6 To contact is to... . t rush fold storm touch i ,i j trap
Formal means 1;proud negative P i immense 1! proper 1 e gay
8 Species means f' flower kind [weight [ i j surprise 1 occasion
19 Solemn means i a j beautiful 11);unhappy [ L-1 charming hi; serious [ e i invisible
?o A testament is 1 f j a bed (g! a cloth [h;a tube f 1, a will j ,j i an examination
21 Immense means [a]thick 1b)loose jcjhuge |dj tight f e) peculiar
2 Kinship means [ f ] friendship j g 1 relationship [hj ladyship 11 1 lordship [j ] companionship
23 A vagabond is a . . . . (aj region |l)j visitor 1 c 1 wagon (d! plant [<‘I tramp
Sheer means [ f ] impossible 1 g 1 thin 1 hJ usual [ i ] general [j Tight
25 A partridge is a j a! fowl |1)] basket [c 1 reptile |dj fish [ e ] tool
2
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26 Blunt means ,. .ff] kind [g] bold fhj dull t i 1 deep fj ] courtly
27 Humid means .. . [a] wicked [b] terrible fc] arid fd] moist fe] tumultuous
28 Various means... .. .[f] total [g] similar fh] several t i ] single [j ] general
29 Depressed means. . . [a] sad fb] meek fc) mad [flf glad fe] deaf
30 A chieftain is. . . . . . .[f] a gypsy [g] a figure fh] an Indian [ i ] a gauntlet f j J a leader
31 To stimulate is to. .. . faj arouse [b] sparkle fc] imitate fd] tumble fe] perform
32 Gallant means. .. ... [ f ] courteous fg] huge fh] rude t i ] timid f,i ] coarse
33 A rumor is a... . . . .[a] reply [b] relative fc]reason [d] return [^] report
34 To lunge is to . . . . . . f f] permeate fg] minister fhj thrust f i ] maim fj] force
3 5 To petrify is to. . . .. [ a) inspire fb] mutiny fc] foresee fd] harden [e] condense
36 Resignation means .. . [ f J autograph fg] wrath fhj generosity f i ] remorse f j ] submission
37 Debris is . . .[aj debt fb] rubbish fc ] lodging fd] wood fe] parchment
38 Dominant means. . . . [ f 1 downward fg] dull fhj following f i j fast f j ] ruling
39 Exotic means . . .[al medium fb] partial ft ] regal fd] foreign fe] ripe
40 A quest is a . .. [ f ] design ]g] search fh] view f i ] question ij ] scene
41 To relish is to. . . . . .[a] overtake fb] ride fc| enjoy fd] surpass fe] demonstrate
42 To slither is to. . . .. [ f J slide [g| slam fh] slant f i 1 slap f j ] slay
43 Gaudy means. . . . . . [ a ] chaste fb) somber fc] handsome fd] flashy fe] rich
44 To gorge is to . . . . . . [ f 1 land fg] gallop fhj stuff fi] heave fj] keep
45 A salutation is a. . . . . 1 a ] farewell [1)| letter [c] cannon fdj laugh fe] greeting
46 Delectable means . . . (f 1 delicious fg| dejected fh; deformed 1 i 1 deficient fj] dependable
47 Extremity means. . . .[a] limit fb] suspicion fc] importance fd] objection fe| imagination
48 Pondered means. • • .[f] grew (g 1 considered [h| counseled f i ] knelt f j 1 determined
49 A cascade is a. . . . . .[a| wall fb] case fc] waterfall Id] fashion fe] ferry
50 To divert is to . . . ... f f ] command fg] turn fh] depart fi] elect fj 1 faint
51 Pallid means. . . . . . .[a] palatable fb] palatial fc] palsied fd] pale fe] paltry
5 2 To convey means to [f] carry fg] care flij collect ii] conceal fj] conclude
53 A hostler is a . . .[a] businessman fb] rattlesnake 1 c j housemaid [d] hotel fe] liveryman
5 4 Assets are . . . [f1 loops jg] names fhj helpers fi] property f j ] agreements
55 A conviction is a .. .fa] proof fb ] conversation f c | meeting fd] prisoner [e] belief
Reading
DIRECTIONS
Read each story. Then read each question below the story. Find
the best answer to the question. Then,on the separate answer sheet,
fill in the space under the letter of the answer you have chosen.
Notice that certain questions refer to particular words in the story.
These words can be found in the lines which have the stars (★' beside
them. Study the sample below. It is marked correctly.
Frank has a good hobby. He collects stamps. He has stamps from many
■^different places. Of course, he has many United States stamps. He saves
them from the letters he gets from his Aunt Carrie in Texas and his Cousin
Jack in Ohio. But Frank also has stamps from foreign countries.
A Frank’s Aunt Carrie lives in - I b in this story, the word saves means —
[a] Ohio [fi] New York | [(‘1 rescues [fj protects
fc] Africa Id] Texas i fg] keeps [h] prevents
m
Seals are the world’s most accomplished animal actors. They love to show
★ off. This makes them easy to train. When a seal masters a couple of tricks,
1 he becomes quite conceited. He will balance balls on his nose and jump
through hoops. He will do trick after trick as long as someone applauds. He
★ becomes rather annoyed if another seal proves to be a better performer.
1 The seals in this story do tricks to get
I aj food [b I attention
[c] exercise |d| balls
2 The best name for this story is —
[e ] Animal Trainers
[ f 1 The Best Clowns
|gl A Trip to the Circus
(hj Animal Show-Offs
3 In this story, the word masters means
[a] becomes a teacher
[b j gains skill in
[cj leads others
[dj has servants
4 In this story, the word proves means
[e! is found [ f ]makes sure
(g I grows 1 h 1 agrees
In recent years several violent hurricanes have lashed our eastern coast,
★ causing great damage and loss of life. To remedy the situation, our govern¬
ment has greatly increased the amount of money spent to investigate and
forecast the weather. New radar facilities have been developed to trace
li severe oncoming storms as well as less serious disturbances. This equipment
can detect weather conditions three hundred miles away. A new elec¬
tronic brain has also been developed which can provide the most accurate
weather forecast yet known — not only for a certain region, but for the entire
Northern Hemisphere. Warning services, too, have been improved.5We can see that new weather forecasting equip¬
ment is —
[a j expensive [ b 1 unreliable
I c j unnecessary [d] a waste of time
<5 The best name for this story is —
1 e I New Radar Facilities
{f J The Amazing Electronic Brain
|gj Better Weather Conditions
[h) Better Weather Forecasting
In this story, the word remedy means -
[a] medicine [b] correct
(c i reveal [d] reconstruct
8 This story shows that our governmentwants to—
[e] develop electronic equipment
[ f I improve weather conditions
[g j spend a lot of money
[lb safeguard the people
9 To provide better weather forecasting, our gov¬
ernment is —
i a I decreasing storms
[hj outlawing hurricanes
[ c 1 spending more money
[d] doubling its radar equipment
An old Arabian fable relates that one winter night a camel thrust his nose
under the flap of an Arab’s tent and pleaded, "Let me keep my nose in your
tent to prevent it from freezing.” The Arab, being a humane man, gave his
consent and went back to sleep. But he awakened a short time later to And
III not only the camel’s nose but his head and neck as well inside the tent. At the
camel’s further request the Arab permitted him to place his forelegs inside.
if Finally the still-shivering camel asked, "May I not stand wholly inside?”
The kindhearted Arab let the camel in, only to And himself crowded outside
in the cold. There was not room for both of them in the tent.
10 The saying that best fits this story is —
[a] "Give him an inch, he’ll take a mile.”
|b] "A stitch in time saves nine.”
fc] "Winner take all.”
[d] "Finders, keepers ... .”
11 In this story, the word sho^rt means —
[ej low [f] quick
[g| brief [h] lack
12 In this story, the word still means - -
[a|asyet [b] calm
[cj stopped [dj quiet
13 The best name for this story is —
[e | A Kindhearted Camel
[fj A Most Clever Arab
[gj The Selflsh Camel
[h] Pity the Poor Camel







Traveled persons agree that Venice, Italy, is a magnificently beautiful city;
some will tell you that it is the most beautiful of all cities. Certainly it is
unlike any other city in the world, for this city was built on 118 tiny islands,
all linked together by about four hundred bridges. Here there is no screech¬
ing of tires nor honking of horns. The streets are 175 canals through which
travel steam ferries, motor launches and the beautiful sleek gondolas in which
every romantic youth wishes to sail under the famous Bridge of Sighs.
The Grand Canal is the main waterway or "street” in Venice. Its spiral
curve cleaves the city in two as do most main streets. Two other famous
canals are the San Marco and the Merceria. The boats travel leisurely along
the canals. There seems to be all the time in the world here, which is good,
for one needs time to appreciate fully the incomparable beauty of Venice.
On either side of the canals are the stately old Venetian palaces with their
ornamental facades. All of Venice is beautiful with delicate arches and tall
splendid columns. Venice is famous for its chiming clocks, and every hour
the whole city peals and reverberates with the sound of myriad bells. When
night falls the shops come ablaze with lights; people congregate at many
cafes; there is much laughter and singing. Venice possesses a picturesque
sophistication that may be found nowhere else in the world.18The busiest thoroughfare in Venice is the —
|e] Bridge of Sighs [f] Grand Canal
[g] San Marco Canal [hj Merceria Canal
15 A visitor in Venice would not need —
[a] money [bJ good clothes
[c I much leisure time jd] an automobile
16 Exactly at noon in Venice, an unsuspecting
visitor might be surprised by the -
[ej singing in the cafes
f f ] sound of many bells
[g| brilliance of the sun
[hj traffic jam on the canals
In this story, the word launches means -1 7




19 In Venice, gondolas take the place of our
[a] railroad trains [bj airplanes
[c ] taxis [d] tugboats
20 The best name for this story is —
[ej A Lovely Old-World City
[f] Land of a Million Canals
[g | Ancient Venice
[hj A Trip to Italy
5
GO ON TO THE NEXT PAGE ^
Reading CONTINUED
Johann Sebastian Bach is considered one of the greatest musical composers
of all time, yet in his day his work was rarely praised. Lesser musicians
received greater recognition and monetary rewards. Many men would have
been greatly disappointed at the indifference of the public towards a truly
great talent, but Bach had a greatness of soul that was above petty envy or
vainglory. It is said that few people go through life as serenely and uncom¬
plainingly as this man did, even in his blind old age. He accepted his mis-
★ fortunes without complaint. Perhaps his dedication to his calling enabled
him to do this. Certainly he was a man who possessed a constant, unflagging
religious faith that produced sublime chorals and sonatas. Always he was an
★ indefatigable worker. The number of his works for the voice and practically
every instrumental combination is so great as to cause wonder. Moreover,
Bach was an excellent performing musician. He was equally skilled on the
harpsichord, the organ and the violin. The great man died in July of 1750.
A few days before his death he dictated an organ choral to his son-in-law.
The choral was entitled Before Thy Throne, My God, I Stand.
2 Bach dictated his final choral because he —
j a! did not know how to write
|h| was too busy to write it himself
|c] was tired
[d] was blind
2' Which of the following best describes Bach’s
reactions to the events in his life?
lOj bitter resentment
[ f ] self-pity
fg' calm acceptance
|li] indifference
2 3 It is likely that during Bach’s lifetime his music
was —
I a] well received by the public
[h] seldom played
j ; ' popular with the critics
I u i acclaimed by all
2 4 The inspiration for much of Bach’s music is
said to have come from his —
I a wife f f j childhood
[g religious faith [h] gaiety
'5 In this story, the word calling means —
[a; profession [b] summons
jc) visiting |dj shouting
6 Bach probably was never very —
happy f f I healthy
[;,1 rich |h] busy
2 In this story, the word indefatigable means —
(aj incapable [b| tireless
|i‘j rapid |d! musical
2 8 The best name for this story is —
I e! A Great Humanitarian
I f i A Musical Genius
[gj Bach’s Fame
[hj An Organ Choral
6 GO ON TO THE NEXT PAGE
Reading'^
A marvelous display of the kind of patience needed by a true scientist was
exhibited over a period of some fifteen years by an ichthyologist named James
L. B. Smith. This ichthyologist (a scientist who studies fish) heard that a
remarkable fish had been caught by a fisherman off the South African coast.
★ From the description of the fish, Smith gathered that it was a coelacanth.
But if he were right in his assumption, this would prove far more than a mere
incident in the annals of ichthyology, for the coelacanth had supposedly been
extinct for some seventy-five million years.
In expectant excitement, James Smith set out to find the fisherman and his
★ singular catch, but the meeting was more disappointing than joyous. The
fish bore all evidences of being truly a coelacanth, but it had taken Smith so
long to arrive that by now most of the specimen was rotted away. The
skeleton of the fish and the hefty armor which passed for scales served to
deepen Smith’s sense of having been thwarted by time in his desire to view
this marine wonder. He made up his mind that some day he would view a
coelacanth whole and intact.
For fifteen years Smith held to his purpose. Up and down the coast of south¬
east Africa he distributed pamphlets offering a large cash reward for a fresh
specimen. His perseverance was rewarded when in January, 1953, the master
of a small sailing vessel cabled the news to Smith that another coelacanth had
been caught near Madagascar.
A long-held dream was fulfilled when James Smith stood for the first time
triumphantly examining the newly caught coelacanth, only slightly damaged
because of having been clubbed to death by the fishermen. Five feet long,
iridescent blue in color, the monster had blue eyes, a peculiar clublike tail and
bulbous fins.
29 James Smith appears to be a man who is not 33 In this story, the word gathered means
[ai unusual [1)) clever [aj collected
; concluded
[b]saved
[d] crowded[c] easily discouraged [d] easily excited
30 The coelacanth’s armor is probably used for —
[e] decoration [f] catching food
[g] swimming [h; protection
34 The best name for this story is
I e j The Great Blue Fish
[ f 1 Patience Rewarded
jg] A Patient Fisherman
[ hj A Prehistoric Monster
31 Smith advertised for a coelacanth by the use
of —
[a] pamphlets [b] newspapers
[c] native messengers [dj radio 35 The author of this story is trying to be -
I a ] mysterious [ b j amusing
[ c j imaginative [d ] informative
32 The fact that the fish was clubbed suggests that
the fish was —
[e] biting the fishermen
i f 1 hard to kill
[g | very hard to catch
[b i caught in shallow water
36 In this story, the word singular means
I e ] important [ f ] separate
[g i distinguished [h ] strange
7 GO ON TO THE NEXT PAGE ^
Reading CONTINUED
In the place where I live the hills roll
gently in big sea waves, and my hill is
right in the middle and the biggest one of
all. From my hill one can see all around
the clock from sunrise to sunset. Many of these hills
are covered with regular rows of trees, because this is
the New Hampshire apple country. My trees are the
straightest, the strongest, and my apples are the biggest,
the reddest and the most delicious in the state.
My work never ends, from dawn to dark, month in
and month out, throughout the cycle of the seasons.
Winter is a time of preparation, a time for mending
boxes and planning, a time for counting up my gains
and losses for the year just past and, far more often
than not, a time for thankfulness for bountiful crops
and a good market. It is a time, too, for worrying as
the winter winds blow and the snow and icicles festoon
the trees, threatening the now-brittle arms of the trees
by their sheer weight.
But soon this is all gone and the first warm breezes of
spring tickle the nostrils. My trusting trees, heeding
the call of the spring sunshine and warm breezes, begin
to waken; the sap begins to run and the buds begin
to swell. Then, once in a while, like a cruel witch,
Mother Nature strikes with killing frosts which only
the sturdiest can survive. I am fortunate on my high
hill because the frost cannot settle, still and cold, to
penetrate to the very heart of the tender buds.
37 According to this story, winter in the apple industry
is a time for -
I cij rest and relaxation
[hi starting the apple seedlings in greenhouses
[c planning and preparation for the year ahead
[d] pruning the apple trees
.8 Big Apple John is a man who -
I e; likes winter best of all
I f I finds apple growing an easy life
[g| wants to be left alone with his apple trees
[h| takes great pride in the quality of his fruit
39 This story is written as if Big Apple John were —
I a I being interviewed by a news reporter
[hj telling the story himself
[c ] telling the story of his life
|d] a young man, just learning the business
40 One infers from this story that apple growing is —
I e ] less risky than many other crops
[ f ] greatly dependent on the caprices of nature
[ g I not a very profitable business
[h] a business calling for a minimum investment
in equipment and development costs
41 In this story, the word unremitting means —
1 a I unrewarding [}) | without pay
[c] unsuccessful [d| without rest
Soon the buds begin to burst and tiny flecks of color —
creamy white, and pink and red begin to show.
In a short time the flowers are in full bloom, each tree
a bride fully decked out in pristine, virginal beauty
which people come from all around to see and admire.
But all is not secure even so. The glorious burst of
bloom can become a fruitful harvest only with the help
of that insignificant and unobtrusive little insect, the
honeybee, to carry the pollen from blossom to blossom.
When the blossoms set, we heave a sigh of relief and
settle down to the hard work ahead, for this is spraying
time. One pestiferous insect after another seems bound
to destroy the promise of spring. Ceaseless observation
★ and unremitting toil are what count now. Gradually
the fruit take shape and fullness, some varieties more
rapidly than others. First come the August Sweets
and Red Astrakans, then the Snows, the Mackintosh,
the Cortlands, the Spys, the Baldwins. Last of all
come the Golden Banana whose firm, sweet flesh will
keep solid and good through the winter months if
properly stored.
Fall is indeed the best time of year. It is the time of
fulfillment, the time of fruition. All kinds of people
come to my farm because the fame of Big Apple John
has spread throughout the countryside. I am proud
and happy that it should be so — that others should
share with me the fruits of my labors.42Mother Nature in her unfriendly aspect is like -
[ e I a giant destroyer
[ f ] a cruel witch
[g] a sneak thief
[h] an unscrupulous rival
I 4 3 The hills of the New Hampshire apple country are
' likened to —
i [‘i] ^ wash board
\ [bj the foothills of the Rockies
j c ] apple country in the State of Washington
[ d] sea waves
I 44 Big Apple John grows —
I [e i only late fall apples such as Spys
^
[ f ] many varieties of apples ripening from mid-
; summer to late fall
[g] only comparatively early varieties such as
Astrakans, August Sweets and Mackintosh
[h] This is not clear from the story.
I 45 The apple trees in blossom are likened to a —
I [aj bride dressed for her wedding
[b] great bouquet of pink and white flowers






In each of the sentences below, one word is underlined and is written
in heavy black letters. Sometimes this word is spelled correctly, some¬
times incorrectly. Read each sentence carefully. If the underlined
word is spelled correctly, fill in the space under the R (for right)
on the separate answer sheet. If the word is spelled incorrectly,
fill in the space under the W (for wrong). If you do not know
whether the word is spelled correctly or not, fill in the space under
the DK (for don’t know). Study the sample below. It is marked
correctly on the answer sheet.
SAMPLE I walked slowly down the croked street s
' Her son was killed in acttion. i
2 Do not accept rides from strangers 2
3 My qrandfarther visits me often 3
4 It does not mater which book you take 4
5 She has a good sense of humor s
6 Take a drink of water if you are thersty. 6
No law is better than its administration. 7
8 His good njacher makes him popular a
9 They are working on a qure for cancer 9
m The fate of the flyer is still unknown 10
n The paper reported the man’s releas from prison n
12 We were anxous to find our lost dog 12
13 Coaperation among countries is essential for peace 13
14 I correspond with my mother when I am away \4
15 Water flows beneth the bridge 15
16 Complete your work quicWey if you wish to go 16
171 was h^r^e from yelling at the game 1718That merchent sells rugs is
19 Our pajno is out of tune
20 The sience course includes some astronomy. . . .
21 The accident occurmd at the dangerous corner.
22 She finaly said I could go
2 3 Our nation won its freedom by revolusion
24 Aspirin is a temporary rern^dy for a headache.









GO ON TO THE NEXT PAGE ^
"KSpelling CONTINUED
26 Is it nesessary for you to be excused from school? 26
27 This is the latest edision of the book 27
28 The writing paper fits the envelope 28
29 The injured man’s possibility of recovery was slight. ... 29
30 True freindship is not readily broken by gossip 30
31 The window was covered by a dark green certain 31
32 There were approximately fifty guests 32
33 Leagle matters should be referred to a lawyer 33
34 Everybody got acquainted at the party 34
35 His secratary takes dictation rapidly 35
36 A short work week gives people more liesure time 36
37 I have to write a compostion about dogs 37
38 His silly antics made him appear ridiculous 38
39 The janiter cleans the rooms after school 39
40 Their son is a well-known profFessor at Harvard 4o
41 An unmarried man is called a bachelor 4i
4 2 He will use his infulence to help you get a job 42
43 The soup was so hot it burned my tounge 43
44 I have confidense in your ability to do the work 44
45 The president was given an enthusiastic welcome 45
46 His honesty brought him an imediate reward 46
47 The mayor’s campain for renomination was successful. . 47
48 The fire apparatus came rapidly down the street 48
49 Did you circulate the petition for a new school? 49
50 I pitty that poor old man so
5 1 My parents definitely refused permission 51
52 His performance was inferior to that of the others 52
53 The judge did not wish to prejudice the jury 53
54 Many boys and girls have a weekly allowence 54






In each of the sentences below, one word is underlined and is written
in heavy black letters. Read each sentence carefully. If you think
the underlined word is the correct word to use, fill in the space under
the R (for right) on the separate answer sheet. If you think it is in¬
correct, fill in the space under the W (for wrong). If you are not
sure whether the underlined word is correct or incorrect, fill in the
space under the DK (for don’t know). Notice how the samples have
been marked on the answer sheet.
She was too tired to go a
SAMPLE B I wonder who give me this present b
1 Jack doe^'t object to hard work i
2 Hasn’t she never traveled before? 2
3 I received an invitation to the party 3
4 Leave the girls see the picture before they go 4
The council now give a report every two weeks
They aren’t no hungrier than the rest of us are
To who were you talking just now?
Haven’t you drawn your pay while you’ve been ill? . .
I feel worser than I did yesterday
She can’t find either glove, but I have both of mine. .
They are the people which started it
Compared to mine, your hands are coldest
Has that child spoke a word since we arrived?
The balloon busted when Ted stuck it with a pin
When we are tired, we should rest ourself
How can you lie there when we need your help?
Watch my brother and I dive from the raft
We were real cold that night, but we didn’t mind. ... is
9 They had swum for what seemed like hours 19
The heel came off of her shoe as she fell 20
The boy who had thrown the stones began to run
22 One of the pictures were lost when we moved 22
2 3 We can catch up easy in a few minutes 23







Many punctuation marks and capital letters are needed in the sentence;
below. Read each sentence through. Then look at each place to which ar
arrow points and decide what change is needed there, if any. Find the rov
of answer spaces on the answer sheet which has the same number as th(
arrow and fill in the space under your answer. NP stands for No Punctua¬
tion needed. If you do not know the answer, mark DK (for don’t know).
A, b';
SAMPLES Lindbergh flew alone across the atlantic ocean
1 fl
Our english class is reading shakespeares macbeth
(dy " y (■'
Plenty of seats in the balcony said the usher
9 II) 11
He quickly explained that judge matthews has a master of arts degree
rj-i;i 14
Hurrah its going all right now
n.'; H'
We grow the following fruit cherries pears and apples
Iv
He said that our uncle would be in dallas texas in July
■i •:'/
Dont you like algebra sue
,1
May was hot June you may be sure will be even hotter




DO NOr GO ON TO PART CJ
Read each sentence below. Show what kind of sentence it is by filling in th
space on the separate answer sheet under —
j a] for simple [ b | for compound [ c j for complex
[dj (or incomplete [dk] if you don’t know the answer
We have driven ninety miles this evening i
2 She and I are good friends, and we never quarrel 2
3 They are giving us training in water safety 3
4 By hiding it in the box behind the door 4
5 He hurt himself when he jumped over the bush 5
6 George usually likes apples, but he is not fond of this kind 6
7 If I do well in school, my parents will praise me 7
8 The refrigerator being empty when I came home a
9 Is your watch working, or has it stopped? 9





Read each sentence below. Then show what part of speech the underlined
word is by filling in the space on the separate sheet under —
[a] for adjective [b] for adverb
[d] for interjection [e] for noun
[g] for pronoun [h] for verb
[c] for conjunction
[f] ior preposition
[dk] if you don’t know the answer
) They are moving to Chicago next week i
2 My brothers always walk faster than I do 2
3 The upper and the lower grades are having a picnic 3
4 Our uncle is a natural story teller 4
5 The people were fleeing madly from the onrushing flood 5
6 I hope Susan will not give up so quickly next time 6
7 Have you ever attended a session of court? 7
8 She made an apology, but it did not sound sincere s
9 Mr. Truitt never pronounces his h’s 9




Look at the two sentences, I and II, below. Certain words or groups of
words in them are underlined and numbered. Decide which of the four
grammatical terms given tells what this word (or group of words) is. Then,
on the separate answer sheet, fill in the space under the letter of the answer
you have chosen. If you do not know the answer, mark DK (for don’t
know). The first underlined word in Sentence I is the sample (S) question.
It asks what the word "the” is. The answer, article, has been properly
marked.
J As the coach and I approached, we heard shrieks of laughter coming from the dressing room in the gym.
S 1 1 12 13 14 15
s [a] proper adjective [b] article [c] infinitive [d] personal pronoun [dk]
11 [a] object of a preposition [b] prepositional phrase [c] direct object [<Jj compound subject [DKj
12 [e] proper adjective [ f j relative pronoun [g] personal pronoun [hj infinitive [dk]
13 [a] verb in present tense [bj intransitive verb [c] transitive verb [d] infinitive [dk]
14 [e] coordinate conjunction [ f 1 object of a preposition [g] direct object [h] personal pronoun [dk]
15 [a] adverbial clause [b] auxiliary verb [cl proper adjective [dj adjective phrase [DK]
JJ Who can copy a map accurately. Mother, if he is tired and sleepy when he begins?
16 17 18 19 20
16 [e] interrogative pronoun [f] demonstrative pronoun [g] common noun [h] infinitive [dk]
17 [a] object of a preposition [b] direct object [c] noun of address [d] indirect object [dk]
18 fe] noun of address [ f ] relative pronoun [g] direct object [h] proper adjective [dk]
19 [a] coordinate conjunction [b] subordinate conjunction |cl personal pronoun [d] relative pronoun [dk]








This is a test of your ability to use a dictionary. A word is shown as it
would appear in a dictionary. Four dictionary definitions are given
for the word. Four questions are given below each set of definitions.
In the first two questions, the given word is used in a sentence. Read
each sentence carefully. Decide which dictionary meaning best
defines the word as it is used in the sentence. Look at the number
beside this definition. Then, on the separate answer sheet, fill in the
space under the iiumher you have chosen. Study SAMPLE A below.
Two other questions are asked about each word. Read each of these
questions carefully, decide which one of the answers is best, then on
the answer sheet fill in the space under the letter of the answer you
have chosen. Study SAMPLE B below.




kick (kik) 1. r. "I'o strike out with the foot. 2. n. 'I'Ih'
n'coil of a fiiH'ann. 3. r. 'to ohjcnh stroiiiilv. 4. ii. .\ri
indentation in ttu' l)ottom of a t)()ttle.
The visiting team will kick the ball,
fa; fr; f:;!
disposition (dis'po zish'on) 1. n. Natural tendency or di¬
rection in which the mind is l)ent. 2. n. The action of
setting in order. 3. n. Arrangement of measures or affairs
to accomplish a purpose. 4. n. The action of disposing of
something.
5 The girl’s calm disposition was upset by harsh
words.
fi| 12' 141
p How many syllables are there in kick?
[ four three two one
verse (vers) 1. n. Language or literary work spoken or
written in poetic fashion. 2. v. To familiarize one.self '
with something. 3. n. One or two lines of a poem.
4. n. One of the sections of a chapter in the Bible.
If you wish to be a good student, verse yourself
well in the art of concentration.
Verse flowed from his pen like water from a tap.
3 The word verse can be either —
1 a i an adjective or adverb
I b j a noun or verb
i (■ 1 a verb or pronoun
jd] a noun or an adverb
The general’s disposition of his forces left the
flanks exposed.
!L
Which of these would be a correct way to break
disposition at the end of a line?
1 dispos-ition disp - osition
disposit - ion i ■ b disposi - tion
The word disposition is strongly accented on
which syllable?
L ; first second third i . fourth
mon u men tal (mon'u meiTtal) 1. adj. Weighty and last¬
ing, as a great literary work. 2. adj. Of monuments in
general. 3. adj. Historically outstanding. 4. adj. Occur¬
ring on, or suitable to, a monument.
He read Melville’s monumental novel, Moby
Dick.
The building of the Suez Canal was a monumental
task.
[li [2] !4|
The word monumental has how many syllables?
(aI two lib three [c] four [d] five
^ The pronunciation key shows that the first "e”
in verse is pronounced the same as the "e” in —
|e] equal [fj care [g] pet [hj term
Where should the word monumental be placed
in the alphabetical list of words below?
monkey ^ monotony monster ^ month ^ mood
l^'l i’i [bl [li]




This is a test of your ability to locate various kinds of information.
Each question presents a topic or problem. You are to pick the best
Source of Information in which to find the information called for in
DIRECTIONS ®3,ch question. Look at the list of Sources of Information given just
Sources of Information below these directions. Notice there is a letter next to each Source.
Read each question carefully. There are five letters given on the an¬
swer sheet for each question. Fill in the space under the letter which
is the same as the letter next to the Source you would use to find the
information asked for in the question. Study the sample below.
Sources of Information
[a] Dictionary [f] Library card file: Author card
[b] Encyclopedia [g] Library card file: Title card
[cj The World Almanac or [h] Library card file: Subject card
Information Please Almanac [ i J The index of a book
[d] World Atlas and Gazetteer
[e] Readers’ Guide to Periodical Literature
[j ] The table of contents of a book
Which is the best Source of Information in which to find —
SAMPLE the name of the present Secretary of the Treasury? s
Which is the best Source of Information in which to find —
.3 other words which mean the same or nearly the same as "refer”? n
14 the number of radio sets manufactured yearly in the United States? 14
15 a discussion of early flying machines? 15
16 the name of a book written by Eva M. Tappan, published in 1907 and owned
by the library? 16
17 the page in the book, Fur Trappers of the Old West, on which the chapter,
"The Sioux War Chief,” begins? i>
18 the meaning of the abbreviation, "D.A.”? is
19 a map showing the location of Denver, Colorado? 19
20 the chapters in the book. Everyday English, which contain information on
letter writing? 20
21 the salary of judges on the United States Courts of Appeals? 21
22 the name of the author of the book. Harbors and Cargoes'^. 22
2 3 if the equator runs through North America? 23
2 4 the name of the publisher of the book. Manners to Grow On, which is owned
by the library? 24
2 5 the names of the countries from which the early American colonists came? ... 25
2 6 the date of the issue of the magazine, Science Digest, in which the article.
"Insects in the News,” appeared recently? 26
2 7 the names of illustrated books about farming? 27







DIRECTIONS: Work each example on the scratch paper pro¬
vided. As soon as you have worked an example, find the three
answers given for the example in the right-hand column of the
test booklet. Then, on the .separate answer sheet, fill in the space
under the letter of the answer which agrees with yours. If you
do not find your answer in the test booklet, fill in the space under
NG (for not given) on the answer sheet. If you do not know how
to work the example, fill in the space under DK (for don’t know).
Reduce all improper fractions to mixed numbers, and all answers




























6 2 0 3 5
5 8 3 9 8
Subtract
7 4.0 5 8












3 7)1 5 0 8 2
s [a] 16 [b] 26 [c] 36
1 [a] 588 fb| 4768 [c] 4788
2[d]f [e]f
^ [^] f fd] i Id- ] i
[p] ^ U
5|aj22 [b|22rl0 [cj 202
[d] $474.52 [e I $474.62*
[f] $475.62
[a] 1130 rl fb] 1131
^[c| 1131 rl
[d] 10.359 Ie j 10.369
[f] 11.359
9[ajTV (b|l2do |<'|267o
[d] 303,637 [e] 403,637
f f J 403,737
’'[a] ft [blA
12 [d] .009 |e j .09 |f] .9
i3[a]l2i [b] 12g [cjl3^
[d] 45,560 fe] 46,460’
1 f] 47,560
[a] 47 r23 [bj 407 rl3
[cJ 407 r23




The graph below shows the distribution of money i6 What per cent of the selling price




Expenses 25% 17 What per cent represents overhead













Number of Words Read Per Minute by
John, a 7th-Grade Pupil.
Feb. Mar. Apr. May June
18 How many words per minute did
John read in March?
19 What was the difference between
the number of words John read per
minute in April and the number of
words he read per minute in June?
.3 4 X 6 2.4 =
21 '' Add fd] 21.216 fe] 212.16
What is the area of a 7 min. 40 sec.
ff] 21,216
(a) 26 sq. ft. fb| 52 sq. ft.rug 14' X 12'? +9 min. 30 sec. fc] 168 sq. ft.
fd 1 2 min. 10 sec.
22 fe 1 16 min. 10 sec.








If ,r 15 = 31
x =
ANSWERS
i6[d]l5 [e| 25 [f] 85
17 [a] 25 [b] 40 [c] 85
i8[dj200 [e| 225 jf]250
19 [a] 50 fb| 75 [c] 125









$6 9.0 0 - $3.5 4 = 35X6x21 =
24[d] 16 [e| 31 [fj 465
25 [aI 20f fb] 64f fc] 76
26 I'd] W [e| 8J [f] IItV
27 [a] If [b] 10 fc] 70
28 [dj 15f fe] 16i [f] 2U
29 [a] $2.85 [b] $65.46
[c] $66.46
jaofd] 36 fe] 48 ff] 56








■ ^ -. -J.i.
32 33
1-10 = 30Hj of 73 =
The distance from Mirror Lake
to Pine Hill in the drawing is
inches. According to the scale,
Pine Hill what is the distance in miles?
ANSWERS
3 1 [a] HI [bj8M [c]9 1 324
3Mf1jTV [e]6i [fjl6
33 [a] .219 [h] 21.90 [c]2190
34[djl00 le|l50 U'iSOO
SCALE: h INCH = 100 MILES
18
rithmetic Problem Solving and Concepts
DIRECTIONS
Concepts
The answer to each of the following questions can be thought out
without doing any figuring on paper. You are to think out the
answer and fill in the space on the separate answer sheet under the
letter of the answer you have chosen. Study the sample below. The
right answer has been marked for you.
SAMPLE Which of these numbers is three hundred eighty-four? [aj 38 [b] 348 [c] 384 [d] 3840
Which fraction is expressed in lowest terms?
a
1 5
45 [*>] I cl J-S.Ic J 242Which fraction has a value of less than 1?
|elf [fjf [lij f IHf3What is the name of the written contract be¬
tween an insurance company and the owner of
property?
[a] premium
[ c ] annuity
[ b i policy
fdl dividend
10 Which figure in 9780 is in the units position?
[e]9 [f]7 ^8 [hiO
11 Which number has the smallest value?
ia] 3.08 |bi3.8 [c] .038 id] 38
12 Which number has a value closer to 6 than to 7?
[ej6.2 [fi6.8 |g;6.7 [h| 6.5
13 By estimation, choose the example which will
have the largest product.
i a] 64.8 [b] 64.80 [c]64.8 [d]64.8
2.9 .29 .29 294Which fraction has the same value as ^2 ?
in* iKii [Mi[Mi5In which number is the zero not needed?
[a] 350 [b] 305 [cl.035 [dj03.5
' 4 What is the quotient of any number other
than zero divided by itself?




[h] always a smaller number6What does mean?
[MA [fisoo |g]Tfe [M3
/The number 1,000,000,000 represents a —
[a ] million | b j hundred thousand
[c] hundred million [dj billion
8Which number does fiot equal .4?
[e 1.4000 [f].04 [g].400 [h] .40
9 The line that bounds a circle is called —
[a] the circumference |bj the radius
[ c j an arc [ d] the diameter
15 The formula for the volume of a cylinder is
\^\lwh [b] S'* [c]7rr-/i Mif
16 Another way of saying ”15 times a number
equals 60” is —
[eig = 60 [f]15 = 60 X AT[g]60 X 15 = A [h] 15AT = 60
1/By estimation, choose the answer most nearly
correct for 764.5)1330.8 .
[a 1174 [b]1.74 [c] .174 [d]17.4
18 How many days are there in a fortnight?





B^Arithmetic Problem Solving and Concepts CONTINUED
DIRECTIONS
Problem Solving
Work each arithmetic problem carefully on scratch paper. As soon
as you have worked a problem, find the three answers given in the test
booklet for this problem. Then, on the separate answer sheet, fill
in the space under the letter of the answer which agrees with yours.
If you do not find your answer in the test booklet, fill in the space
under NG (for not given) on the answer sheet. If you do not know
how to work the example, fill in the space under DK (for don’t know).
Reduce all improper fractions to mixed numbers and all answers to
simplest terms.
At a church fair, dinner was served to 140
people. If 20 people were seated at each table,
how many tables were used?
I a] 6 [b] 7 [c] 8
Our school filled gift boxes for the Junior Red
Cross. The 7th grade filled 130 boxes and the
8th grade filled 97 boxes. How many more
boxes were filled by the 7th grade than by the
8th grade?
[dj 33 fej 34 [f] 43
A grocer buys 43 cases of ginger ale each week.
There are 24 bottles in each case. How many
bottles of ginger ale does he buy each week?
ia| 932 [b] 1032 [cj 1022
June had 4f yards of ribbon. After tying a
Christmas package, she had 2^ yards left. How
many yards of ribbon did she use to tie the
package?
[d] If fe] 2i [f] 21
We checked the distance from our home to
camp. By one route it was 375.1 miles; by
another route it was 298.7 miles. What was the
difference in miles between the two routes?
[a] 66.4 [b] 76.4 [c] 673.8
Ann helped her mother at home 2| hours on
Saturday and 2f hours on Sunday. How many
hours did she help her mother on the two days?
[d] 5 [e] 51 [f] 51
2 5 Alan bought a roll of rubber insulating tape
which was 25| feet long. He used 4f feet to fix
the damaged cord on his mother’s toaster.
How many feet of tape were left on the roll?
[aj 21i [b] 21i [c] 22i
2 6 Nancy practices her music lesson f of an hour
each day. How many hours does she practice
in 6 days?
[d] 31 [e] 41 [fj 41
2/ The Women’s Club made sweaters to sell at a
bazaar. They bought 90 balls of yarn at 45c a
ball. All the sweaters they made were sold for
$86.50. How much profit did they make?
[aJ $46.00 fb] $46.50 fc] $86.05
28 In a basketball game, Mary made 15 baskets
out of 20 shots. What per cent of her shots
were baskets?
[d] i [e] 5 [f] 75
29 John bought an old bicycle for $12. He spent
$1.90 for paint and $1.20 for a new chain, then
he sold the bicycle for $20. How much profit
did he make?
[aJ $4.90 [b] $5.90 [c] $14.90
30 Mrs. King divided 3 sandwiches among 4 chil¬
dren. What part of a sandwich did each child
receive?
(d] I |e] li [f] U
31 If f of an inch on a map stands for 100 miles,
how many miles are represented by a line 1|
inches long?
[a] 6 [b] 150 [c] 600
20 GO ON TO THE NEXT PAGE
Arithmetic Problem Solving and Concepts32Sally earns 80?^ an hour for baby-sitting. On
Saturday she worked from 8:45 to 10:45 in the
evening and on Sunday from 7:00 to 9:30 in the
evening. How much did she earn?
[d] $2.00 [e]$3.60 [f] $4.4033The weights in pounds of 5 players on a school
team are 170, 164, 144, 163 and 149. What is
the average weight of the players?
[a] 144 lb. fb] 158 lb. [c] 790 lb.34A motorcycle was driven a distance of 97.2 miles
in 2.4 hours. What was its rate of speed?
[d] 40.5 mi/hr [e]94.8mi/hr [f] 233.28 mi/hr35Mrs. Smith bought ^ dozen carnations for 96f..
At that price, what did she pay for one carna¬
tion?
[a] [b] 24p [c] 32^
36At 30(^ a square foot, how much will it cost to
cement a floor 12 feet by 15 feet?
[d] $6.00 [e]$8.10 [fj $54.00
37 Jane has 5^ yards of ribbon to cut into badges. I
If each badge takes ^ of a yard, how many i
badges can she make?
[a] 14 [b] 64 fc] 3338The city tax rate is $4.60 on $100 of assessed !
valuation. How much tax does Mr. Briggs pay I
on his house which is assessed at $7200? I
[dj $330.20 [e] $331.20 [f] $33,120.0039Mr. Colby bought some nuts at 80^ a pound and i
sold them at 8^ an ounce. How much did he j
make on each pound of nuts? I
|a|$.10 [b] $.48 [c]$1.28 j40Mr. Brown took out a $6500 life insurance |
policy. The rate for his age was $24 per $1000. ;
How much was his annual premium? !
[dJ $144 le]$156 | f] $1560 j
21
41At 9 P.M. the temperature read 18° above zero.
At 3 A.M. it read 2° below zero. How many
degrees had the temperature dropped during the
night?
[a] 16 [bj 20 [c] 26
42Mr. Gordon borrowed $950 for 4 months at OCi •
How much interest did he have to pay?
[d] $19.00 [e] $54.00 [f] $57.00
43At 7%, what is the simple interest on $1800 for
18 months?
[a] $22.68 [b] $126.00 [c] $189.00
4 4 What is the cost to the nearest cent of 3f
pounds of cookies at $1.25 a pound?
[d]$3.75 [eI $4.68 [f] $4.6945When Alice went to camp, she weighed 79 lb.
6 oz. When she returned two months later, she
weighed 82 lb. 4 oz. How much had she gained
during the summer?
[a] 2 lb. 8 oz. [b] 2 lb. 14 oz. [c] 3 lb. 2 oz.46If the sales tax is how much tax would
you pay on a desk priced at $47.90?
[d] $1.19 Ie] $1.20 [f] $11.9747A salesman sold 120 books for a publisher at $5
each. The salesman was allowed $75 for travel¬
ing expenses and 15% commission on his sales.
What were the net proceeds received by the
publisher?
[aj $90 [b] $435 [c] $60048If the rate of income tax is 2% on the first
$2000 and 3^/, on the next $2000, what is the
tax on a net income of $3400?




fSocial Studies Study Skills
DIRECTIONS I Decide which is the best answer to each of the questions below. Then on
Reading Maps I the separate answer sheet, fill in the space under the number of the an-Iswer you have chosen.
Use the maps below in answering questions 1~12.
• Major Cities
i The two cities with the heaviest annual rainfall
are —
[ijFandC p2|FandB
[;!]EandC [4! A and F
2 The highest point that an airplane flying directly
from E to A might pass over is —
[.')] 1500 feet [0| 1400 feet
[7] 1000 feet [8] 500 feet
3 The distance by air from D to B is about —
[1] 800 miles \2] 500 miles
[?,] 400 miles [1] 60 miles
4 A city located at an elevation of at least 1000 feet
is —
[5] B [0] C [7] F [S] G5Which of the following cities has an average tempera¬
ture of more than 55° and might be located at about
750 feet above sea level?
fl]B [2]C [:!]D [.1|E6The highest temperature would probably be recorded
at —
[5] A [6)0 f7]F [8]G
—60-" Lines of Equal Average Yearly Temperature
Prevailing Winds
I 7 The city located in the area of highest elevation has
I an average annual temperature of about —
[1]45° [2] 50° [:-,|55° [4 ] 60°
8 How does the average yearly temperature for A
I compare with that for B?
[5J A is somewhat cooler.
[6] Both'are about the same.
[7] A is somewhat warmer.
[8] One cannot tell from the maps.
9 The prevailing winds at D are from the —
[] i northeast [2] northwest
r? ■ southeast [ 4 ] southwest
■0 The city which lies in the area of heaviest rainfall
j and has an average temperature of 55° or higher is
at —
[r>]C [(iJD [VJE [S]F
1: The city which has the lowest average yearly
temperature is —
(IJA (2]D [:i|E fl]G
12 The colder prevailing winds blow toward the
[5] southeast [(;] southwest
[7] northeast [8] northwest
22 GO ON TO THE NEXT PAGE
Social Studies Study Skills^


































13 Which of the following numbers is not used to locate
an ocean?
[i;! i>::2 6 .'8
Number 5 on themap lies within the boundaries of—
Greenland (' the United States
- I Canada Mexico
5 According to the map, which of the following are
found in large lakes?
[ 1 1 shrimp whitefish
■'' crab oysters
16 According to the map, the kind of seafood found in
the most northerly waters is —
[ojcod |().crab
[ 7 ] shrimp I s ] whitefish
17 Which of the following varieties of fish is found in
the Atlantic Ocean at 45° N. Latitude?
11 ] lake trout 12 ] cod
I‘>1 salmon [4 ] shad
18 The nearest city northwest of Vermilion is —
I 51 Reedville [ H] Boston
17 ] Marinette 18 J Morgan City
20 Fish and seafood in commercial quantities are
found —
[•oonly along the Atlantic seaboard
l *>lonly along the Pacific seaboard
only in the colder waters of the north
■ along all coasts of the United States
^ How many different kinds of fish and seafood are
shown on the map?
' eleven j twelve thirteen '] fourteen
The seaport located farthest west is —
■ ) Monterey 5'Ketchikan
[; St. Johns [ 8! Astoria
The number 5 shows the location of which of the
following?
i 1 j Tropic of Capricorn [ 2 ]Equator
[8]Tropic of Cancer f IjPrime Meridian
24 Which of the following ports is located at approxi¬
mately 77° W. Longitude, 38° N. Latitude?
[ 5 ] Reedville [ 6 ]Halifax
[7J Beaufort-Morehead City [8jBoston
19 The number 8 shows the location of which of the
following bodies of water?
[ 1 ] Hudson Bay [2 ] the Pacific Ocean
j 2)] Baffin Bay j 4 ] the Arctic Ocean




at 65° N. Latitude, 20° W.
[2]Cuba
[ l]Puerto Rico Ji DO NOTTURN
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This is a test of how well you can read tables, charts and graphs. Choose the
best answer for each question. Then, on the separate answer sheet, fill in the
space under the letter of the answer you have chosen.
iM—ii III I iwiinr BW-iwinr ri-1 iu\ t iiti miii in mm
Use the bar graph below in answering questions 26-29.
Urban and Rural Population of Doe County
1900—Today
1900 1910 1920 1930 1940 1950 Today
Use the line graph below in answering questions SO-SJf.
Number of People Viewing Television Programs


















78 9 10 11 12 1 2 34 5 6 7 8 9 101112 1 2
A.M. P.M. A.M.
Use the table below in answering questions 35-39.
Production of a Natural Product and of a






















1st 6 .8 775 99.2 781
3rd 171 35,0 318 65.0 489
5th 694 86,8 106 13.2 800
8th 442 41.3 627 58.7 1069
10th 538 42.8 720 57.2 1258
12th 807 64.0 454 36.0 1261
14th 637 51.7 596 48.3 1233
15 th 895 58.5 635 41.5 1530
16th 874 60.9 562 39.1 1436
17th 960 64,0 540 36.0 1500
26 During which of the following periods did the total
population show the greatest increase in number?
[aj 1900-1910 [b] 1930-1940
[c] 1940-1950 [d] 1950-Today
27 In which year was the urban population the smallest part
of the total population?
[e] 1900 [f] 1910 [g] 1930 [h] none of these
28 In which of the following years was the total population
about twice as large as it was in 1900?
[a] 1920 [b] 1930 [c] 1940 [d] 1950
29 The rural and urban populations were about equal in —
[e] 1900 [f] 1920 [g] 1930 [h] 1940
30 At which hour were the fewest persons watching television?
[a] 2 a.m. [bj 7 a.m. |c| 6 p.m. [d] 9 p.m.
31 At how many of the hours shown on the graph were there
more than 31,000 persons viewing television programs?
I [e] none [fl 3 [g] 6 [hj 9
32 About how many people were watching the program on
this station at 6 P.M.?
[a] 28 [1)] 300
; [c] 28,000 [d] cannot tell from the graph
I 33 At which hour was the viewing audience exactly three
I times the size that it was at 8 a.m.?
[ej 2 p.m. [f] 4 p.m. [g- 9 p.m. |h| midnight
34 During which of the following periods of time did the size
of the audience increase the most?
: [a] 7 A.M. to 8 a.m. [bj 6 p.m. to 7 p.m.
[c] 7 p.m. to 8 P.M. [d| midnight to 1 a.m.
35 During the 16th year, how many thousands of long tons
of the natural product were produced?
|e] 39.1 [fj 562 igj 874 [hj 1436
36 During how many of the years shown did the synthetic
product account for less than 50% of the total production?
[a] 1 ibi 3 [cj 4 [dj 6
37 How many times did the production of the synthetic
product drop from one period to the next?
[e] 1 [fU [g| 5 [h] 6
38 During how many of the years shown did the natural
product account for more of the total production than
did the synthetic product?
[aj 3 [I)j 4 [cj 10 [dj none of these
39 How much of the natural product was produced during
the tenth year?
[e] 57.3 thousand long tons [f ] 720 long tons





















































— Pitch too high or low; voice too loud,
too soft, or strained
Poor enimciation
— Disregard of punctuation
Overuse of phonics
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D. 1. Mother is here.
See Mother run.
I want to play.















1. In this story who was running?
2. Who wanted to play?
3. Who did he ask to play?




A girl (sister) (1)
Three (1)
Number Right
D. 2. “Look here,” said Mother.
“I can make something for you.
It is good to eat.
You will like it.”
“Mother,” said the girl.
“I want to help you.”
“You are a good girl,” said Mother.
“You can help me now.”
Time Seconds











1. Who was Mother speaking to?
—2. What was Mother making?
3. What did the girl want to do?
4. When could the girl help Mother?
Answers
A (little) girl (1)




Right away or then (14)
Number Right
2
D. 3. A cat wanted to find her kittens. She
looked in the house and all over the farm.
But she could not find them.
Soon the mother cat saw a girl. “Mew,”
she said. “Help me find my kittens.”
“Look,” laughed the girl. “Your kittens
are coming to find you.”
Time Seconds











1. What was the cat looking for?
2. In what did she look?
3. Who did the cat ask help from?







D. 4. One Saturday a black dog was walking
down a pretty city street. He had no home
and no one to feed or to pet him. At last
he was so tired he lay down to sleep for
a short time.
Soon a small boy came by. “Are you
lost?” he said. “Do you have a good home?
I am glad I found you because I want a
dog for a pet.”












1. What was walking down a city street?
2. Why wasn’t the dog at home?
3. What did a boy ask the dog?
—4. Why was the boy glad he found the dog?
Answers
A (black) dog (1)
He had no home (1)
He had nowhere to live (t4)
Are you lost or do you have a good
home (1)
If he had a home (%)
(He) wanted a dog (for a pet) or wanted
a pet (1)
He didn’t have a pet (1)
Number Right
3
D. 5. One bright summer day twin brothers
walked to a lake with their uncle to fish.
They sat still for a long time waiting for
the fish to bite. Finally one boy got a bite.
He became so excited that he dropped his
pole into the water. The fish quickly swam
away with it. Soon the pole disappeared.
The surprised boy looked at his uncle and
then laughed.












1. How did the boys and their uncle get to
the lake?
2. What did they do while waiting for the
the fish to bite?
3. What did one of the boys do when he
got a bite and became excited?
4. What did the surprised boy do when his
pole went out of sight?
Answers
Walked (1)
Sat still or quietly (1)
Dropped his pole (1)
Looked at his uncle and laughed (1)
(Either idea gets %)
Number Right
D. 6. All over the world farmers face many
difficult problems. Insects, birds. and
other animals attack most of the farm
crops and harm growing vegetables and
fruit. At any season of the year the
weather may also damage crops. Extreme
heat, cold, or rain may ruin fruit. vege-
tables. or grain. However, most farmers
usually succeed in having excellent crops.
















—2. What living things harm farm crops and
vegetables?
Insects, birds, and other animals
(any two) (1)
3. When may the weather do much harm?
4. In spite of the difficulties faced, how
many of the farmers usually have ex¬
cellent crops?
Any time or season (1)
All year round (%)




D. 7. Both city and country children love to
visit the zoo. A child who likes animals
often finds all his familiar outdoor friends
there. The fat woodchuck waddles as he
always does in his native home. The play-
ful seals swim in pools of cool water.
flapping their flippers rapidly. Polar bears
walk slowly back and forth paying little
attention to people.












1. Who loves to visit a zoo?
2. What animals, according to the story,
are found at the zoo?
3. What word in the story describes the
way a woodchuck moves about?
4. Which animal, according to the story,
pays little attention to people?
Answers
(Both) city and country children (1)
City and country boys (%); children






D. 8. An airplane pilot









eagerly hoped for a
Air Force. His own


















1. In which kind of air force did the pilot
hope to find a career?
2. What was wrong about his present occu¬
pation?
3. What part of the work of the planet
air force didn’t he anticipate with
pleasure?
4. What were the mounted police of outer
space called?
Answers
Planet air force (1)
Air force (0)
Very or too crowded (1)
No opportunity for advancement (^■)





D. 9. At last the captain had selected a sturdy
vessel for his dangerous voyage and pre¬
pared to sail. His first mate was a re¬
formed buccaneer who was a proud but
clever knave, and a deadly opponent in
hand-to-hand encounters. The crew too
was a surly lot, but the best he could get
on short notice. Even before they em-
barked he saw mutiny lurking in their
eyes.












1. What kind of vessel did the captain select
for his voyage?
2. What had the first mate been in earlier
days?
3. What word in the paragraph describes
the kind of crew the captain had?
4. When did the captain see mutiny lurk¬
ing in their eyes?
Answers




Before they embarked or sailed
or left (1)
As they were about to sail ()
Number Right
D. 10. At first the energetic monk was heedless
to the ferocity of the storm. He even ac¬
cepted cheerfully nature’s challenge to his
fortitude. But soon the wind’s incessant
rasping in the bushes lessened his enthu¬
siasm, and by the time he was within a
furlong of the secluded monastery, he was
anticipating eagerly temporary respite
(r&'pit) from the fury of the gale.












—1. Where was the monk going?
—2. To what characteristic of the storm was
the monk at first heedless?
—3. What effect did the rasping of the wind
in the bushes have on him?
—4. As the monk neared the monastery to
what did he look forward eagerly?
Answers
(To) (a) monastery (1)
(Its) ferocity or fury or nature’s
fury (1)
Lessened or cut down or lost his
enthusiasm (1)
(Temporary or brief) refuge or shelter,
or relief or rest from the storm (1)
A chance to get out of the storm (%)
Number Right
6
D. 11. When we returned from the scenes of
Asia Minor and the Grecian Archipelago
(ar ki pel'a go), our ecstatic praise of the
architecture of ancient Greece was equaled
only by our laudations (16 da'shuns) of
the many archeological (ar ke 6 loj'i kal)
wonders of Egypt. We confess preference
for the classical antiquities which evoke a
mystic calm and imbue our inept minds
with great reverence for the Acropolis.












1. From what part of the world had the
people referred to in this paragraph
just returned?
2. What of ancient Greece elicited the
praise of travelers?
3. What was their attitude toward the
archeological wonders of Egypt?
4. What did their preference for the classi¬
cal antiquities create a reverence for?
Answers
Asia Minor and the Grecian Islands (1)
Its architecture (1)
Admiration (1)
Liked it (% )
The Acropolis (1)
Number Right
D. 12. Disconcerted by the spread of Origen-
istic (or'i jen is'tik) opinion in Syria, Jus-
tinian condemned fourteen propositions
espoused (es pous'd) by The Alexandrian
and compelled the Church to continue con-
demnation of his theories and to ex-
communicate Origen (or'i jen). Later,
through the machinations (mak i na'-
shuns) of certain prelates (prel'its) a
lengthy and mischievous (mis'chi vus)
controversy over the Monophysitic (mon'-
ofisit'ik) heresy (her'esi) was provoked.












1. About whose opinions was Justinian dis¬
turbed?
2. In what country were his views spread¬
ing?
3. What did Justinian force the church to
do to Origen?






(Some of the or certain) prelates (1)
Number Right
7
D. 13. The areas of regional metamorphism
(met'a mor fiz’m) on the Meseta (ma sa'-
ta) are formed of plutonic (pl«5o ton'ik)
rocks passing upwards into a strata (stra'-
ta; strat'a) crystalline series in the Central
Cordillera (kor dil yar'a; kor dil'er a) range.
This series shows three levels: the
lowest, augen-gneiss (ou'gen nis) ; an in¬
termediate one, micaceous (mi ka'sha us)
gneiss with schists (shlst) and crystalline
limestone introduced; and the upper one,
lustrous schists and phyllites (firit).












1. What was occurring in areas on the Changes or metamorphism (1)
Meseta?
2. Of what kind of rock are these areas Plutonic (1)
formed?
3. What range of mountains was referred Central Cordillera (1)
to?
,4. How many levels do the strata crystal- Three (1)
line series show?
Number Right
8
